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" V5icef.r tht Defnrc (ISSN 0964-2232) is published monthly, except forJanuay/Febebruaryand JulylAugust, wh~ch
are bimonthly by theTexas CrimioalDefenseLzwyers Association (inc.), 600 West Uth Street, Austin, T m s 78701.
Printed in the USA. Basic subscription rate: $36 per yeat when received as a benefit of TCDLA membership.
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VoicefirtbeDrfnrrc, 600 Wcst 13th Street. Austin, Teas 78701. The Voicef.rrheLkj$~~~cis
published m educate, train
and support aitanteys in the practice of criminal defense law."

Plearesendall feature articles to Gary Udashen,Artich Edrror, 2515 McKinney, 5te. 1500, LB21, Dallas, Texas
75201,2141651-I121 Send Practice Materials Glutnnr ta MarkStevenr.310 S. St. Mary's, Ste. 1505, San Antonio,
Texas 78205,2101226-1433. PIpase sendall other materials for publication te Wfliam AUison or John Boston at rhe
TCDLA home office,5121478-2514, fax 512/4@-9107

Dear Editor:
d e c e i v e d your organization's donation for NCDC flood relief in the amount of
0. Your generosity is overwheltning in the light of the extra expense that was incurred
r July session of the Trial Practice Institute.
We are currently in the process of itemizing all the extra costs for the move to Atlanta. At
first glance, the extra costs appear to be in the neighborhood of $30,000 more than our usual
costs for a summer session. It was decided that the session was too important to cancel, but
that sort of added expenditure is more than our non-profit organization can recoup easily.
This is why your donation is so appreciated. We are dedicated to providing the highest
possible quality of training for criminal defense attorneys, and we value your dedication as
well. Thanks to people like you, we can continue to teach and incourage defense attorneys.
Yours for a better defense,
Deryl Dantzler

Dean
National Criminal Defense College
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Dear Editor:
uld like to take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation for the assistance
o me by the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, and specifically, a big "thank
ou" to David Cunningham and David Botsford.
As a relatively new attorney, with limited experience in court battles, I am in admiration of
the true professionalism and the pure ethical advocacy which is exemplified in this association's members, David Cunningham and David Botsford.
Cunningham and Botsford are true champions of justice. Because of TCDLA's intervention,
the most basic fundamental right of the indigent accused to effective assistance of counsel
remains protected.
I became a member of TCDLA so as to stay current on the issues and the law regarding
criminal defense work. Being a small town, solo practitioner and a fairly new member of
TCDLA - I had no idea the value of that membership.
In June 1994, I was appointed to a criminal case and ordered by the court to represent an
indigent defendant on a "pro bono" basis. The histoiy of this case which lead up to such an
appointment is too lengthy to include here, but needless to say, the conrt felt it was within its
discretionary powers in making such an appointment. A motion was filed on behalf of the
defendant requesting the court to amend its order in compliance with the law, citing various
statutory and constitutional violations regarding this appointment. After getting nowhere on the
motion, a colleague suggested that I contact the TCDLA Strike Force regarding this dilemma.
My distress call was answered by TCDLA Strike Force member, David Cunningham, who
immediately responded to the situation. Cunningham and David Botsford joined forces, filing
an amicus brief and a Writ of Mandamus and expending hours, if not days, involved in this
case knowing there would be no monetaly remuneration.
Their intervention prevented a great injustice being done to an indigent defendant. When the
battle was done and the smoke cleared, the court backed off its order and paid counsel in
accordance with the law and the defendant in this case received a "sweetheart' plea bargain.
It was an honor to see these two legal geniuses at work.
Sincerely,
Noru Colleen Ryan
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ow do you say "thank you" to your father. In this case, I Dallas Count Criminal Court Judge
am talking ahout Tony Friloux of Houston, one of the Ben Ellis Ref res
founding &them of TCDLPI. Tony was a tenacious criiiCounty Criminal Court of Dallas
nal defense advocate but others will detail his courtroom exoloits. County, Texas Judge Ben Ellis refired
More important to the collective criminal defense bar, he was an December 31, 1994. Normally, the
attorney with vision. There are many founding kthers of TCDLA, retirement of a misd~meanorcriminal
courts judge would not make headhut Tony and Phil Burkson, Dallas, were the two who co-chaired lines. However, Judge Ellis' retirethe organizational meeting in Dallas on July 2,1371. Tony and Phil ment deserves special attention. Ben
had become somewhat disenchanted with the SBOT's Criminal Law Ellis started judging before he graduand Procedure Section's inability to function as a voice for the ated from SMU Law School, sitting as
a municipal judge. After law sehool,
defense. Both of these gentlemen had their own Mowers and nei- he served a$ a prosecutor in the Dallas
ther of the two groups would agree that the other group should be County DA's office for 19 years. For
the founding p u p . It was at this juncture that Tony asked Frank the last 28 years he ha8 been the electMaloney to chair the meeting of the two groups. TCDLA thus was ed judge of Dallas CounLy Criminal
Court No. 1. In 1975 he was the only
born. Frank Maloney became our first president; Tony was the sec- sitting judge in Texas who sat for and
ond, serving from 1972-73. Tony didn't stop organizing criminal passed the criminal law specialist
defense lawyers, He also was active in NACDL, serving as their exam. All of the above are nice
president in 1978-79, He was also instrumental in founding the accomplishments, but not the reason
for my comments. Judge Ellis was
National Criminal Defense College, now located in Athens, Georgia. also the first Dallas County judge who
Tony stayed active in the criminal defense bars, attending both the permitted the SMU Criminal Law
TCDLA and NACDL annual meetings this year. Tony will he Clinic to serve as defense counsel in
missed, not just by TCDLA and criminal defense lawyers, but by all cases involving indigent citizen's
accused. Judge Ellis is a judge who
people who share an interest in keeping Justice's light shining bright expects a lawyer to he prepared: one
fbr every citizen accused. Thank you, Mr. Friloux, for having the who does not suffer unprepared
lawyers silently. He makes you a betvision, the desire and the passion to hring TCDLA into this world.

H
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ter lawyer, prepared factually and
legally. He required the same from
the SMU law students and the prosecutors appearing before him. The
good news is that Judge Ellis is not
leaving the judiciary completely, hut
will be serving as a "visiting" judge.
Thank you Judge Ellis for taking the
time and the effort to give law students the opportunity to learn the art
of practicing law.

-

Lake Tahoe Seminar
February 22- 26,1995
TCDLA will be joining NACDL for
our winter trip. You may just have
time to join us. We will be at the
Hyaft Regency Hotel. Call Buck
Royal Travel (1-800-856-1340) to see
if they can get you there and find you a
room. You can attend the TCDLA
seminar on 2/22 from 4 0 0 p.m. to 6:00

p.m. and 2/23 from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00
a.m. The cost is $75.00. If you wish
to attend the NACDL seminar instead,
pay their seminar fee and attend the
TCDLA seminar for free (if you are a
TCDLA member).

Newsworfh (?) Items you may
have misse

(r

PAST PRESIDEN
David R. Blrer
Housion(1993-1994)
Gerald H. Goldstein
Son Antmio (1992.19931
~ithttrdflbnAnderson
ti&r (1991~1992.
Tim Evans
~~

In 1791 the Bill of Rights went into
effeet following ratification by Virginia.
On the same date in 1939, the motion
picture Gone With the Wind had its
world premier in Atlanta. After reading
some conservative writers' plans for
resolving the problems in the criminal
justice system, our constitutional lights
appear to be going with the wind.
And to conclude this month's ramblings, I found the following in the
Tulsa newspaper over the Thanksgiving
weekend:

Orange (1985-1886)

Charles M. MtDnnold
WOCO
11981-19821
Judge Robert D. Jones
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Vincent Wolker Perini
Dollar (1979-1080)
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Emmes Colvln
Dollor (1977-1976)
Weldon Holcomb
Tyler (1 916-1977)
C. Devid Evans*
Son Anlnnio (1975-1976)
George E. Gilkerson
Lubbock (1974-1975)
Phil Burleson
Dollnr (197Pl974)
C. Anthony Mloux, Jr,*
Howon (1972-1973)
Judge Frank Maloney
Austin (1971-1972)
*Decemed
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y the time you read this the 74th Legislature will
have convened and begun its biennial efforts.
Already, as this is written in early January,
members of both houses have pre-filed over 600 bills.
Many of you who treasure the state and federal consti- By Louis F. Linden
tutions would not be amused by some of these proposell the cat's out of the bag now.
Lonny
Moirison finally said it
als. The home office is preparing a summary of filed
in his swan song editorial in the State
bills each week for distribution to the TCDLA Board of Bar Journal so I guess it's all right to
talk about it. It bas been painfully
Directors and Legislative Committee. Some of the apparent
to anyone with the normal
number
of
limbs and senses for some
more important bills will be uploaded to the TCDLA
time now. There's too mauy godBBS (5121472-5436). If you would like a summary of damn lawyers. There, I said it.
too many goddamn lawyers.
filed bills call the home office. These legislative sum- There's
Tom Paxton wrote it in a song ten
maries are prepared by our new research assistant and years ago,
"In ten yeals we'le gonna have one
law clerk, Clay Conrad, a third-year law student at U. T. million lawyers, one million lawyers,

To Tell
The Truth

w

The remainder of this issue's column
is devoted to an article by Lou Linden,
a TCDLA member who practiced criminal defense law in Hanis County, but
now is the intecim executive director of
the National Association of Crimi~ial
Defense Lawyers. Lou Linden origiVOICE VOLUME 24 WMBER 2 FEBRUARY 35

nally wrote this a~ticlefor the Hairis
County Oiminal Lawyers Association
pnblication, Docket Call, but his observations are just as relevant to other
Texas lawyers as to thme of Hailis.
Yon are invited to comment in the
Lette~sto tbe Editor column.

0

one million lawyers.
"In ten years we're gonoa have one
million lawyers, how much can the
poor nation stand?"*
I used to think he was kidding. I used
to think it was funny.
Thew is no taking criminal defense
out of the larger univefse of lawyers
and their problems. The discrepancy

between supply and demand is one of
those problems. If not the biggest
problem facing the profession, i t is
certainly the root cause of numerous
problems the bar faces. From the
paucity of writings on this topic in the
bar journals and papels it appeals that
it has been defacto taboo to discuss
this in public forums. Certainly there
are good reasons for not wanting to
w ~ i t eor speak about it. It's a swamp.
It's a miasma. It's a land war in
southeast Asia. If yon point out the
problem someone will probably be
cheeky enough to ask for a solution.
For yeals our leaders kept mum hoping the economic tide would rise
enough to float all the new as well as
old boats i n the bar. It hasn't happened. Instead we have a seemingly
eternal spring low tide and fewer and
fewer boats are floating at all. Many
are aground on their side and the
exposed sea weed, barnacles and dead
fish are beginning to stink. Of those
that are floating, many are in landlocked pools with no prospect of sailing anywhere.
So how did we come to this sorry
pass? It is the intersection of two
powerful trends. One has to do with
law schools and society. In spite of
the faet that lawyers are usually
ranked by the public somewhere
below used car salesmen and people
who stomp on tiny, baby chicks for
fun. hecominrr
- a lawver is still one of
the most popular vehicles of upward
social mobility. Existing law schools
have grown and new ones have sprung
up because they are tremendous
money makers! They require no
expensive laboratories o r exotic
eqitipme~lt. A few books and some
classrooms and bingo! you're in business. Eager attorney wanoabes will
stand in line to get in until they
become an integral part of the landscape. As far as the educational world
is concerned, law schools are second
only to having an extw key to the U S .
Mint. They churn new bar fodder out
at a prodigious rate. According to the
State Bar there are presently 58,193
lawyers in Texas. When I became a
member of the bar in 1976 there were
32,330. There are presently 15,681
lawyers in Harris County alone, up
fiom the 1976 figure of 7,217. Since
1976 the ratio of lawyers to population

in Texas has gone from 1 lawyer for
every 393 persons to 1 lawyer for
every 303 persons. The increase is
even more dramatic for Harris County.
In 1976 the ratio was one lawyer fot.
evay 288 persons; in 1994 the number
is one lawyer for every 188 persons.
Put another way, the population of
Harris County has increased about
forty-one percent since 1976 while the
number of lawyers has more than doubled at one hundred and seventeen
percent. The number of lawyers has
grown at a rate nearly three times that
of the population at large. The Bar is
metastasizing.

Louis F. Linden
The other major factor is the changing econoniy. During the salad days
of the oil boom there was enough economic activity to absorb the ever
increasing number of attorneys. When
I first came to Houston in 1980 the
City was peppered with signs advertising, "'Business Cards in Four Hours!"
Then oil prices went in the dumper
and the economy of Houston contracted like a black hole near to the point
of collapse. Many of those lawyers
got dumped out of their law firms and
into the street. The layoffs have continued since then. When I was John
Ackerman's campaign manager in
1992 we used a numbet of lawyer lists
for fund raising. Many were from the
last two previous elections. As we
went about the task of updating the
lists a very obvious trend became
apparent. There were dozens of
lawyers whose address had been

something like Joe Blow Attorney at
Law, Dewey, Cheatem and Howe,
35th Floor, Texas Capitalist Bank
Building, Houston, TX 77002. Their
new addresses were all things like Joe
Blow Attorney a t Law 12345
Ontinthebu~bsLane Submbia, Texas
77540. They had been dumped out
into the street by the law firms and
commercial institutions they worked
fm and are now practicing out of their
back bedrooms.
The same economic contraction has
diminished the potential paymg client
base. Real income in the United States
has been declining steadily for twenty
years. Fewer people than ever before
can afford to hire an attorney. We have
an ever increasing work force competing for an ever diminishing client base.
The effect of these two factors,
increased supply and shrinking
demand, is to drive down prices just
like Adam Smith and Harry Blackmun
said it would.
In the theoretical perfect market that
would be good for consumers. The
problem is that prices have been d~iven
below the level at which effective
assistance of counsel can be provided
and below the level at which a lawyer
can make a living. In the theoretical
perfect market the services would then
become scarce and prices would rise.
The conceptual flaw in the ointment is
that this isn't a free mukef. The consumers do not have the option of simply forgoing legal representation. How
many times have we heard the words,
"Hire a lawyer or go back to jail." If
they are unable to pay a fee that would
support effective assistance of counsel,
they will pay a lower fee for ineffective assistance of counsel. This not
only debases and demeans the profession, it debases and demeans the criminal justice system. There is no incentive to improve performance. We are
not selling ~outinelegal services. The
market may work for simple wills and
uncontested divorces. Criminal litigation is much more complex and to a
large extent open ended. There are
lawyers advertising that they take
felonies for $350.00 a pop. Can anyone do more than plead guilty in shoct
order for $350.007
Another aspect concerns the more
than 75 percent of all criminal defendants in Harfis County who are repreVOLUME 24 NUMBER2 RBRUARY 95 VOICE
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sented by appointed counsel. The Courthouse grapevine. I don't think
County government completely con- we'll see it this year simply because of
trols this portiw of the market. With the budget cycle. But theoretically,
the incxedible oversupply of lawyers, with enough under employed and
they can set virtually any fee structure unemployed lawyers, they could cut
they want: thee will always he enough the rate ad ir$nltum.
So there, that's the easy part. Now,
hungry mullets to take wbatevec comes
what
are we going to do about it? The
They
their way a t whatever fee.
simplest
answer is to limit the number
proved it when they reduced fees for
lawyws.
But even that is not
of
new
The
appointed cases the last time.
simple.
What
criteria
do we use?
lines of under employed lawyers didn't
back
to
the
white, male
Forget
going
shrink. If anything they grew. Where
good
ol'
boys
club
that
the
bar used to
else does one take a twenty percent pay
he.
It
was
a
dumb
idea
then
and it's a
cut and even more people sign up to go
dumb
idea
now.
Do
we
try
to
predict
to work? There is a pervasive fear that
who
will
be
a
good
lawyer?
they will do it again. Rumors to that
effect are rife throughout the Throughout much of histow the ability to keep rich people rich was the
foremost criteria. It's a natural concomitant of our materialistic society.
Vinsou-Elkins doesn't hire lawyers
because they are empathetic or socially cmcemed or dedicated to justice or
the Bill of Rights. They hire lawyers
to protect their clients' money. The
definition of a good lawyer, like ttuih,
beauty, and contact lenses is largely in
tlre eye of the beholder. I don't think
I want Vinson-Elkins (or Baker-Botts
or Butler-Binion) deciding who gets
to become a lawyer. I became a
lawyer because f love my country gud
I fear my government. I wanted to be
at the interface between the state and
the individual. I had t o take the
LSAT twice and there are still some
faculty members at the University of
Tews School of Law who swear I was
admitted by mistake. Need I say my
law school grades were adequate at
best? 1 didn't even bother to interview for jobs /I bate the sound Of
snickering). I went to law school
because I wanted to kick the state's
butt. I don't think Vinson-Elkins
would approve.
I don't think that there is a workable
solution for the oriminal defense bar
until there is a solution for the bar in
general. Even idealistic lawyers willing to fomgo the fat eat civil lawyer
District 7
salaries to have a chance to take a bite
,
Robert A. Price, IV
ontta the State's butt can't make it on
;.. ..-: ~ynthiuluim a[
what's
out there now. We simply can't
.:
~-. .
. .
District 8
tnaks
use
of one lawyer for every 188
,$,~.; ..'.~.
, .
. , ,
BillWhite.
..
.
.
.
.
men
women
and children in Harris
;
Y ~~~dibbfi
.
i
.
.
. ,
County. These are unpleasant times
and we are faced with unpleasant decisions. Even if we cut law school
enrollments 25% across the board
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(imagine the antitrust implications of
that onel!) we couIdn't expect relief
before the turn of the century. But at
least we can talk about it now. Even if
we are frozen in inaction like a deer
paralyzed in the headlights of an
onrushing truck.
* "One Million Lawyers and other
Disasters" (Q 1985 Flying Fish Records

*

Lori Linden practices crimfnal
defeme in Houston ("The Wltovt. with
a Hearr &Oil"), Tevrs He is f o m w ly the leader of the Francis Atine
Wood Slzimer Memorial Cat Kickers
and Jug Band Stompers. In that
capacity he once mef Pete Seecer who
fold him, "Just remember, music is
much tao important fo leave to profeessionals." As a result, he became B
labor organiqer becaase they had all
the good sonrrs.

MISCELLANY
Long-time TCDLA member, Roy
Greenwood of Austin, advises us that
he has moved his office from 14th
Street in downtown Austin to 11 North
Peak Road, Austin. Roy's mailing
address is P.O. Box 163325, Austin,
Texas 78716-3325, Tel. (512) 329
5858, Fax (512) 329 9199.
As most of our readers know this
magazine is published ten times per
year. Thar creates a great demand for
quality articles. Please help by writing
a lawyer-like piece and sending it to one
of our editors, whose names and
addresses appear on the contents page
Thanks.
of each k.
Every member get a member.
Semper fi.

CLASSIFIED
FORENSIC DOCUMENT EXAMINER - CERTIFIED FRAUD
EXAMINER. Twenty years' experience. Expert identification of handwriting, typewriting, alterations, etc.
Photographic enlargements. Lab analysis. Qualified in all courts including
federal and military. Civil and criminal.
Member AFDE, FIAT. C.V. upon
request. A.R. Keown & Associates,
P.O. BOX 370791, El Paso 79937. Call
915J591-9457.

At Long Last...
TCDLA Announces a Professional Liability Insurance Program for it's Members
Through the joint efforts ofTCDLA, AM, and National Casualty Insurance
Company (Rated A+15 by A.M. Best), TCDLA Members have access to outstanding coverage at highly competitive rates.
Today you can obtain numerous quotes for professional liability insurance.
Make sure one of these quotes is from your association sponsored program.
TCDLA has recognized fluctuating trends in this area and is working
- hard to
stabilize premiums for many years to come.

--

Policy Highlights

Unlimited prior acts coverage available
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Covers i
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up ro 33,uuu may ue pula annually w ~ t hno deductible for
defense of distiplinarv rrroceedings

rn

..

Duty t o e f e n d policy

- -

30-day free "Extended Reporting Period" with option&

.-

For information please reply to:

AAI
1210 Parkway
Austin, Texas 78703

Phone: 5121478-9924
Fax: 5121479-046

has the bunlen to dieprove emapmnt

@W Cwiam opinion. White, J.
dimmts.)

HQIOING:
The state cannot appeal a pre-trial
W81'minstim of entrapment fayorable to the Aemsed,
Appwl by the state from an
adverse pre-trial determinatian of
entmpmwt, CA &missed for want
of jurisdiction at ----- S.W.2d
(Tex.App.-Ft.Worth No. 2-9327842R, tielivered November 10,
1H9.CCA affirmed CA.

lpeyond a feamaabIe doubt; as nler of
fact the trial murt is authariaed to
weigh the evideace and &rm the cirCunsWe?i draw a bgd conclupio~its
to wh&w the was eutmppad.
When entrapment h d e t d d
able to &e hems&i the remedy is to
dismiss the prosecutioh
Article 44.0ifaXllCeP permifa the
stiue to appeal itn order di6mis~ingan
i n d h t w , i n ~ ~ i or
mwmpkint
,
or t r y @on of an indictment, informatlon, or emplaint. A pm-trial determination of ~apmedtfavorableto the
bused. does not impact the c h & g
iwtrumt $ut is a Endkg in the nature
of an acquisal, h a w is net qpahble
undarhicle 44.01[aj(lf.

I. ENTRAPMENT:
A P P ~
Ehapment i~ a defwe to p m a u tion. M c l e 2X.m CCP petmifa enmpment to tb: tand &Wmined at a
(Opinion hy Clinton, J. Md~ney,J.
pre-trial bearing. The pmvisions of
8ec;tion 283(cj and sd) PC an: to be concurs with the iesub. Concurring
Mlowedby the trial mu&in &ag its opinipn by Badrd, J.J
detwmfaation. Bush v. &ate, 611
S.W.2d 428, at 430 (TezXr.App.lQ80). HOrnIWO:
Thnq once the Defendant @rodmmevi- Jmp-ardy daes not bar the sulisedence to aise the evidenee, the s@te paent pmawfion of an unadjm(it

ed offmse-pevimdy used st a punHlIxeltt3188riag
Capital murder. App~llarrtwas. canvicted for a @a capital mruder and at
grunlshmmt, the shte intraduced enb e of pendim nnadjtufimited capita!
eases. The sate attempted ed p c u t e
AppBllmt for dne of the urladjudiwted
capital ufbsa uged at the p r h punishnte~tbearlng- Appelhnt filed a axzrial wdt dakiiag this a u & & ~ ectlioll w s &op&y barre& that he had
ah* been punished for this offane.
The pre-trial wrif was, denied. CCA

affirme4.
1. JEOPARDYE

Uuatffudicated Dffeuses - (Eapital
Casm
The state introduced p s d e 8 of madjudicafed offmses at punishment and the
Appellant was s e n t e n d to derrth.
Aplrellaot claims the state is jeqardy
bawd f r m proaecutlng the madjudicated offenses hecunse this would subject
Appellant tb dual puni&ment for tthe
s a w ~ff%m%
CCA d i ~ w $ drdylng
,
a
~erbes4f 6LtW iiXv~k'& whan~emenr cotnrtslt9
and held Jeopardy did not
bat the subscqqnent pfose~~tlons.
T
h
e
nnderlyirig rationale far all these M-

sions is that the sentencer needs to have
information about the individual
Defendant, including criminal background, in order to make the appropriate
sentencing decision - to make the sentence fit the offender...The heavier
penalty, which may rasult because of the
other criminal conduct, is not punishment for the other crimes; rather, the
existence of the other climes aggravates
the commission of the latest crime and
justifies the imposition of a harsher sentence for the charged offense." The
CCA went on to state that unadjudicated
offenses are admissible to prove the special issues; that extraneous offenses
serve a purely evidentiary function at the
puuishment uhase of a caoital case. The
CCA went on to hold it was unnecessary
to consider Appellant's double jeopardy
argument under the Texas Constitution
because he was not "punished" for the
unadjudicated extraneous offenses.
(Concurring opinion by Baird, J.)
Conside~sthe subsequent prosection of
a second capital murder for a person on
death-row a waste of resources.

-

Little, No. 796-93 (Tex.Cr.App.
11-2-94)
(Opinion by Baird, J. Dissenting
opinion by McCormick, P.J., joined by
Meyers, J. Dissenting opinion by
Meyers, J., joined by White, J.)

and the jury is discharged without
reaching a verdict, double jeopardy will
bar retrial. An exception to this general
mle is made if the Defendant consents
to a retrial or a retrial is mandated by
manifest necessity. Hence, where manifest necessity exists to declare a mistrial, double jeopaidy is not implicated.

2. OBJECTIONS:
Form
The CA held appellant consented to a
retrial because he did not object when
the trial judge announced he would
declare a mistrial. The purpose of an
objection is twofold: (1) to notify the
trial judge and state of the complaint and
(2) to preserve error for appellate
review. There are no technical considerations or form of words required as
straight foreword communieation in
plain English will suffice. Hme, when
the judge wised the possibility of a mistrial, Appellant suggested waiting longer
for the juror to arrive. Appellant also
stated, "In the interest of justice I think
we should make a record that the wettther has been ho~rihleall day..." It is obvious Appellant did not think there was a
manifest necessity to declare a mistrial.
The issue of manifest necessity was
raised immediately after the jury was
dismissed. From the totality of the circumstances, it may he inferred that
Appellant did not consent to the rnist~ial.

opinion by Baird, J., joined by
Overstreet, J.)

HOLDING:
A void sentence derived from a plea
bargain agreement does not jeopardy
bar a subsequent prosecution.
Pre-trial writ claiming former jeopardy. Hern was indicted for theft of a
firearm over $400.00, a third degree
felony. There were no enhancement
allegations but he was assessed twenty
years after being admonished for a second degree felony. Two weeks later, on
the court's own motion and over
Defense objections, the hial court granted a new trial. The state re-indicted,
aILeging four enhancement allegations
and denied Hem's claim of former jeopardy, The CA affirmed at 862 S.W.2d
179 (Tex.App.-Houston [Ist] 1993),
stating the original sentence was void
and the trial court's only alternative was
to withdraw Appellant's guilty plea.
CCA affirmed.
1. JEOPARDY:
Void Sentence
Here, the sentence was void because
it exceeded the maximum allowed for a
third degree felony and the trial court
had no authority to sua sponte order a
new trial because Appellant did not
challenge the conviction. The state,
however, could re-indict and re-prosecute Appellant for the same offense
because the fils1 conviction was void.
(Concurring opinion by Baird, J.,
joined by Overstreet, J.) When a sentence not authorized by law is derived
through a plea bargain agreement, the
pmper remedy is to retun the palties to
their original position. Heath v. State, 817
S.W.2d 335, 337 (Tex.Cr.App. 1991)
When a sentence not authorized by law is
not derived from a plea bargain agreement, the proper remedy is to allow the
finding of guilt and remand for proper
assessment of punishment. Levy v. State,
818 S.W.2d 801,803 (Tex.Cr.App.1991).
Here, the sentence was derived through a
plea bargain agteement.

3. JEOPARDY:
HOLDING:
Manifest Necessity
It was an abuse of discretion to declare
Manifest necessity does not exist if
a mistrial based upon manifest neces- there are available options of a less
sity, hence jeopardy ham a retrial.
drastic nature than a mistrial. Here,
Pre-trial writ cIaiming former jeop- there could have been a continuance
ardy. A jury was selected, sworn, and until the missing juror could be located
sent home for the night. The following or the trial court could have considered
day one of the jurors failed to show up. the possibility of proceeding with
After waiting some thee hou~,s,the trial eleven jurors. A trial may continue with
judge sua sponte declared a mistrial. eleven jurors if both sides consent or if
When the stnte attempted a second trial, a juror dies or is disabled. CCA conLittle filed a pre-trial jeopardy w~it.It cluded there was no manifest necessity
was overnded. The CA affirmed at 853 to declare a mistrial.
S.W.2d 767 (Tex.App.-Houston 114th
(The dissenting opinions thought
Dist.] 1993). CCA reversed the CA.
error had been waived for failure to
make a trial ohjedion.)
1. JEOPARDY:
Attached
Bigby, No. 71,234 (Tex.CtApp.
Jeopardy
11-2-94)
- . attaches when a iurv- is Hem, No. 107-94 (Tex.Cr.App.
empaneled and sworn. State v. Torres, 11-2-94)
S.W.2d
418.
420
805
-.
(Opinion by Meyers, J. Concurring
(Tex.Cr.App.1991). As a general rule,
(Opinion by White, J. Clinton, J. opinion by White, J., joined by
after a Defendant is placed in jeopardy concurs with the result. Concurring McCormick, P.J., Overstreet and

-

Maloney, J.J. Concurring opinion by
Baird, J., joined by Miller, J.
Dissenting opinion by Clinton, J.)

HOLDING:
The standard for a factual review of
the evidence is whether fhe judgment
is so against the great weight and preponderance of the evidence as to h e
manifestly unjust.
Capital murder - death. Appellant
was convicted for murdering a father
and his infant son. Affumed
I. INSANIW
Factual Review
The CCA is empowered to review a
case both upon the law and the facts.
The proper standard for a factual
review of an affirmative defense is,
whether after considering all the evidence relevant to insanity, "the judgment is so against the great weight
and preponderance of the evidence so
as to be manifestly unjust. Meraz v.
Stnte, 785 S.W.2d 146, 150
(Tex.Cr.App.1990). Here, there was
conflicting evidence on the insanity
issue but at the time of Appellant's
arrest he stated to an officer, "I know
I am guilty and so do you." This indicates Appellant knew his conduct was
wrong, hence the jury's sanity finding
was not so against the great weight
and preponderance of the evidence so
as to bemanifestly unjust.

-

2. JURY VOlR DIRE CAPITAL
The Rial court required both sides to
make challenges for cause before making peremptory challenges. This violates Article 35.13 CCP which tequires
the state to choose, challenge for cause,
or use a peremptoiy before the Defense
must challenge or use a peremptory
strike. The CCA went on to hold this
was harmless error.
3. EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES:
Flight
Appellant attempted to escape during
trial. This was clexly relevant to his
guilt, thus is admissible.
(Concurring opinion by White, J.,
joined by McCormick, P.J., Overstreet
and Maloney, J.J.) Disagrees with the
majority's interpretation of Article
35.13 CCP and stated did tlial judge did
not err by requiring the state to assert
any challenges for cause before
VOICE VOLUME24 HUMBER2 FEBRUARY95

Appellant and then, after both sides fin- money whereby the state and
ished their challenges for cause, require Appellant's father split the money.
the state to present its peremptoiy chal- Appelladt claimed $4,000 of the money
lenges before Appellant had to decide was his and this was substantial punishwhether to present any peremptory ment that jeopardy barred the subsequent criminal piosecution.
challenges.
United States v. Hapler, 490 U.S.
(Dissenting opinion by Clinton, J.)
Agrees with the majority that the trial 435 (1989) and its progeny holds civil
court erred by imposing a voir dire regi- actions can be punitive for double
men in violation of Article 35.13 CCP jeopardy purposes. United States v.
but does not agree that such an err01 $405.089 U S . Currency, No. 9355947, 1994 WL 476736, at "8 (9th
was balmless.
Cir. Sept.6, 1994) held civil forfeiture
is punishment baired by double jeopBign&, No. 473-93 (Tar.CeApp. ardy following criminal convictions for
~onspiracyand money laundering in
11-16-94)
connection with methamphetamine
(Concuriing opinion on denial of the manufacturing. United States v. Tilley,
state's MRH by Miller, J. McCormick, 18 F.3d 299 (5th Cir.1994) holding
that forfeiture of drug money is remeP.J. and White would grant)
dial and does not bar subsequent proseAggravated robbery. Reve~sedon ini- cution for sale of drugs. Fant v. State,
tial submission for failure to submit the 881 S.W.2d 830 (Tex.App.-Houston
[14th] 1994, pet. granted) held civil
lesser included offense of theft.
forfeiture is punitive and invokes double jeopardy protection. Johnson v.
1. LESPR INCLUDED OFFENSES:
&&, 882 S.W.2d 17 (Tex.App.Aggravated Rohbery/Rabberyfl%eff
Appellant walked out of a store with Houston [lst] 1994, pet. granted) held
some beer. The clerk claimed he had a forfeiture is primarily remedial and
gun and Appellant claimed there was no double jeopardy considerations are not
gun. No gun was found when Appellant implicated unless the forfeiture is
was arrested shortly after the robbery. "overwhelmingly disproportionate to
Theft using a deadly weapon elevates the damage Appdlaut caused."
Double jeopardy does not bar prosethe offense to robbery. Theft where an
Accused does some overt act that would cution for distinct possession and delivproduce a rational fear such as would exy offenses where separate hug quauinduce a person to part with his property tities are identified for each offense.
elevates the offense to robbery. Here, Since the state is free to prosecute both
simply walking out of a stole with prop- of these separate offenses, there is no
erty absent an overt act, would entitle reason why the state may not target one
Appellant to have theft submitted as a through civil actioo and the other
through criminal prosecution. Here, the
lesser included offense.
facts support the conclusion that the
civil forfeiture was for delivery ofmarijuana and the c~iminalprosecution was
Tomlinson, 3-93-654CR
(Tex.App.-Austin10-26-114;11-2-94) f o ~possession of marijuana, hence no
double jeopardy. *
[See forfeiture artcle, p16. ed.1
HOLDING:
A civil forfeiture does not jeopardy
bar a criminal prosecution where the
Jim Skelfon is a solo practitio7zer
fnrfeiture is based upon a different
in
Houston. He received his JD from
offense.
University
of Tesns School of Law
Pie-trial jeopardy writ. Denied by the
been
licensed to practice in
and
has
trial court. Affirmed.
Texas since 1967. A long-time menrber of TCDLA. Skelfon hns lectrrred
1. JEOPARDY:
f
~ e q u c ~ r tatl ~CLE
~
programs i s
Civil Forfeiture
Seventeen pounds of marijuana and Texas. He conducts a ,veekIy cottrse
$15,530.00 was seized. Theie was an for criminal defense attorneys in
agreed judgment on the forfeiture of the Hnrris County.
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Court Developments

Forfeiture Decision
Generates Veritable
Explosion of Relief
Editor's note: Reprinted with permission from BNA CriminnlPmctice Ma111ra1,Vol. 8,
Number25, pp. 590-598 (December 7,1994). Copyright 1994 by TheBureau of
National Affails, Inc. (for more information call 1-800-372-1033). The VOlCE is
guteful to BNA and Ms. Cobb for permission to reprlnt the following article.

A

t the intersection where
the difficult
doctrine of double
jeopardy meets the
arcane area of civil
forfeiture, spectacular
events are unfolding.
Throughout the Ninth
Circuit, people who
have faced criminal
prosecution and civil
forfeiture for the same
offense are winning
relief with double
jeopardy challenges in
federal district courts.
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Three months ago the Ninth Circuit
threw the federal government's civil
forfeiture program into disamay with
By Joon 1. Cobb
its decision in U.S. v. $405,089.23 U.S.
BNA Legal Editor
Ciirrencv. 33 F2d 1210 (CA9 1994).
recognizing constitutional limits on the government's ability to seek crimiml penalties and civil forfeiture based on the same violations of law. In the aftermath, some
people have been able to win dismissal of indictments, to attack old convictions, or
to regain forfeitedproperty by invoking the Double Jeopardy Clause. For example:
A man charged with being a felon in possession of firealms won an
order quashing the indictment because he had forfelted the finearms in a
civil forfeiture proceeding. U.S. v. Heirzmtm, EDWash, CR-94-2035AAM, McDonald, J., 10114194.
A man charged with various drug crimes won an order dismissing the
indictment because his home and business assets had been forfeited in a
civil proceeding for the same offenses. U.S. v. Aguilar; EDWash, No.
CR-90-2070-AAM, McDonald, J., 10/24/94).
A man who had pleaded guilty to a charge of making false statements
under 18 USC 1001 after denying that he was exporting currency over
$10,000 successfully used a double jeopardy argument to contest the
forfeiture of the money he had failed to report. Qsinones-Rsiz v. US.,
SDCal, No. 94-00500-IEG (BTM), Gonzalez, J., 9/23/94.
A man indicted on various dmg offenses won the pre-trial dismissal of
several counts when the court detemined that earlier civil fo~feitures
were based on the same offenses. US'. 17. Plrcrrk, DAlaska, Case No.
A94-036 CR (JWS), Sedwick, J., 11/17/94.
A federal prisoner won his fieedom because he had been sentenced for
manufacturing marijuana after his home had been forfeited for that
offense. U.S. v. Oakes, EDWash, No. CR-90-304.TL.Q. CS-94-194-JLQ,
Quackenbush, J., 10121194.
A corporation won the dismissal of a civil forfeihue action because the
goveinment had prosecuted it, albeit unsuccessfully, for the same underlying offense. U.S. 11. U~zimex,Inc., CDCal, No. CV 90-5941 KN,
Kenyou, J., 10127194.
A man who was on supervised release after serving time in federal
prison for drug offenses convinced a district coult to vacate his conviction because his home had been forfeited for the same crimes. U.S. v.
McCasliir, WDWash, No. CR90-165WD, Dwyer, J., 9/2/94.
Not suqxisiugly, the government is seeking a iehearing on banc and withdrawal
of the opinion in $405.089.23 Currency, as well as appealing district court judgments
glanting relief on double jeopardy grounds. The holding in $405.089.23 U.S.
Currency was accepted, however, by a different panel of the Ninth Circuit in a sepa-

@

r
rate case several weeks later. U.S. v. One 1978 Piper
Cherokee AircroJ, 37 F3d 489 (CA9 1994).
Outside the Ninth Circuit, those asserting a double jeopardy battle still face an uphill battle. Some courts have found
no double jeopardy bar by relying on the fact that the civil
forfeiture and criminal case took place at approximately the
same time as part of a single, coo dinated prosecution shategy, U.S. v. Milion, 2 F3d 17 (CA2 1993); U.S. 11. One Single
Family Residertce Located at 18755 North Bay Roo& 13 F3d
1493, 1499 (CAI1 1994). Others have reasonsed that the particnlar civil forfeiture did not constitute punishment because it
involved proceeds of crime, e.g., U.S. v. TiNey, 18 F3d 295
(CA5 1994). eert denied, 56 CrL 3096, or the instrumentality
of a crime, U.S. Currencv in the Amount of $l45.l39. 18 F3d
73 (CA2 1994), rather than facilitating property.

Supreme Court Sets the Stage
The United States Supreme Coutt has ejected double jeopasdy challenges to civil forfeiture actions in two cases, concluding that the forfehnw served remedial purposes and thus did not
constitute acriminal punishment so as to violate double jeopardy.
US. v. OneAsso?menfof 89 Fireotmm, 465 US 354 (1984) (forfeihw of bream under 18 USC 924d) after owner's acquittal
of dealing firearms withalt a license was remedial because it
removed dangerous or illegal items from society); One Let
En~eraldCut Stones v. U S , 409 US 232,237 (1972) (foifeiture
of emeralds and ring under 19 USC 1497 following owner's
acquittal on smuggling charges was remedial because it was akin
to a "reasonable form of liquidated damages").
But a trilogy of more recent cases suggests recognition by
the Supreme Court that civil foifeiture does constitute punishment triggering the protection of the Double Jeopardy Clause.
First, in Holp?r v. U S . , 490 US 435 (1989), the Supreme
Court held that a civil fine under the federal False Claims Act
which was more than 220 times greater than the government's
measurable loss qualified as punishment under the Double
Jeopardy Clause. The Court stated that "a defendant who
already has been punished in a cri~mnalp1'0secution may nut
be subjected to an additional civil sanction to the extent that
the second sanction may not fairIy be characterized as remedial, but only as a deterrent or retribution." 490 US at 448-49.
Second, in Az(stin v. U.S., 113 SCt 2801 (19931, the Court
held that the federal government's power to forfeit pmperly used
to commit or facilitate a dmg offense is limited by the Eighth
Amendment's Excessive Fines Clause, because these forfeitures
operate at least in pat as punishment. The Court repeatedly cited
&!&aand
, said that its own decisions in One Assoshnent of 89
Firearms and One Lot Emerald Cut Stones holding that the
Double Jeopsldy Clause does not apply to civil forfeiture were
limited to fo~feitureswhich were purely lemedial.
Third, in Depf. ofRewrvie ofMontona 1s Kwth Ronch, 114
SCt 1937 (1994). the Cou~theld that a state drug tax was a second punishment baned by the. Double Jeopaidy Clause when it
was imposed on members of the Ku~thfamily following their
wnvictions for cultivating masijuana on the family farm. The
two cases weie started about six weeks apast, pursued simultaneously for a few months, and concluded separately. "A defendant convicted and punished for an offense may not have a
nomemedial civil penalty imposed against him for the same
offense in a separate proceeding," the Cout declaed.

The Fallout
Before Austin and Kurth Ranch, coutts nniformly concluded
that forfeitures were remedial rather than punitive. Observers predicted, however, that Kwth Ranch and && would bolster double jeopardy challenges based on -in
cases where the federal goveinment seeks civil forfeiture after the claimant's
conviction in federal cout for the underlying offense, or where an
individual whose prope~tyhas been forfeited to the federal govesnment later faces federal criminal charges. The decision in
$405.089.23 U.S. Cusrency bore out these predictions. See also
Pant
881 SW2d 830 (Tex.App.-Houston 114th Dist.]
19941, review granted 10112194 (forfeitures under chapter 59 of
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure constitute punishment based
and therzfoce bar subsequent climon factors delineated in&&
inal prosecutions for the same offenses; double jeopady bawd
pimecution of defendant whose car phone and cash had already
been forfeited under chapter 59); Stae v. I979 Cadiliac Deville,
632 So2d 1221 (LaApp 1994) (fo~feitureunder state law of derivative contraband-things which may be forfeited because they are
the immediate inshuments of a crime but are not ordinarily illegal
to posses-is not remedial and constitutes piuushment for Fifth
Amendment double jeopardy purposes, so civil forfeiture of automobile seized during drug owner's arrest for drug offense to
which owner pled guilty violated double jeopardy).
In $405.089.23 US. Currency, the Ninth Circuit held that
for double jeopardy purposes a civil forfeiture proceeding
constitutes a sepasate proceeding from a criminal prosecution
even if the two actions take place at approximately the same
time a s part of a coordinated prosecution strategy.
Significantly, the court also held that the civil forfeiture of
drug proceeds constihrtes a criminal "punishment" for double
jeopmiy purpom. As a consequence, the Double Jeopardy
Clause barred forfeitu'e of drug proceeds belonging to the
cIaimants after they had been convicted for the same underlying offenses. The court concluded that Austin in effect forces
the government to elect between including a criminal forfeiture count in the indictment (and thereby foregoing the favorable burdens of proof in a civil piweeding) or pnrming only
the civil forfeiture action (and thereby foregoing the opportunity to pursue the claimants criminally).
At least within in the Ninth Circuit, the decision in U.S. v.
$405,089.23 will wreak sweeping and fundamental changes in
forfeiturepractices, at both the federal and state level. For one
thing, individuals who were convicted of a crime after having
their property forfeited for the same offense may now seek to
set aside their convictions. Conversely, individuals who first
faced criminal punishment and then civil forfeiture may now
attempt to get their property back. The federal government
will have to resort to criminal forfeiture if it wants both a
criminal conviction and forfeiture. States that have no criminal forfeiture laws will have to enact new laws if they want to
continue their forfeitumprograms.
Outside the Ninth Circuit, the opinion in $405.089.23 US.
and the ~esultsin the ensuing litigation provide a
road map for advocates in other jurisdictions who want to
raise the Double Jeopardy Clause to block an indictment,
invalidate a conviction, or overturn a forfeiture. In circuits
that have not addressed whether parallel civil forfeiture and
criminal actions are the "same proceeding" in the wake of
Kurth Ranch or whether forfeiture of "proceeds" constitutes
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punishment under Austin,counsel' may rely on $405,089.23
US. Currencx as persuasive authority for gmnting relief. And
even in the Second and Eleventh Circuits, which accepted the
"same proceeding" argument, counsel could argue that the
and
subsequent decisions in Kurth Ranch,
$405.089.23 provide cause for reconsidering the question.

mine whether a forfeiture constitutes punishment, the court
said, "we mint look at the entire scope of the statute which the
govement seeks to employ, rather than to the characteristics
of the specificproperty the government seeks to forfeit."
set out three principles that bear on whether a forfeiture constitutes punishment, the court said. Pirst, because
of the historical understanding of forfeiture as punishment,
there is a strong presumption that any forfeiture statute does
Separate Proceedings
The Ninth Circuit set out a two-pronged inquiry for decid- not serve solely alemedial purpose. Second, where the statute
ing the double jeopardy issue: (1) whether the civil forfeiture focuses on the culpability of the propelty owner by exempting
action and the criminal prosecution constituted separate pro- innocent owners or lienholders, it is likely that the enactment
ceedings, and (2) whether civil fo~feitureunder the statute serves at least in part to deter and punish guilty conduct.
invoked by the govemment constitutes "punishment." If the Third, where Congms has tied forfeiture directly to the comanswer to both questions is yes, then the government's actions mission of specified offenses, it is reasonable to presume that
constituted a successive attempt to impose punishment in vio- the forfeiture is at least partially intended as an additional
lation of the Double Jeopardy Clause, the court said.
detemnt to or punishment for those violations of law. Those
On the first question, the court rejected the view of the principles dictate that forfeiture under the statutes at issue
Second Circuit [US. 1'. Millon] and the Eleventh Circuit [US. here constitutes punishment, the court said.
v. One Single Family Residence] thal a forfeiture action and a
The couit also pointed out that the statutes in question do not
criminal prosecution taking place at approximately the same limit forfeitable property to proceeds - money furnished in
time and involving the same criminal violations can be part of a exchange for drugs. On the contrary, 21 USC 881(a)(6) also
"single, coordinated prosecution" for double jeopardy purpos- autho~izesforfeiture of nearly ally money that is involved in a
es. The Ninth Circuit said it was "onwilling to whitewash the narcotics transaction in some fashion, such as money that the
double jeopardy violation ... by affordmg constitutional signifi- owner intends to use to purchase drugs, or even money that the
cance to the label of 'single, coordinated prosecution.'" A hold- owner intends to use to purchase a car in order to facilitate an
ing that successive attempts to exact punishment constitute the illegal drug transaction. Similarly, the money laundaing statute
same proceeding would encourage "one of the worst abuses of is not limited to criminal proceeds and extends to any property
prosecutorial power - the government's coordinated use of mul- which is "involved in" an illegal money laundering transaction.
However, the F~fthCircuit concluded in U S . IF. Tiley that the
tiple proceedings to harass or exhaust particular defendants."
the court said, citing the govement's campaign to close down civil forfeiture of drug proceeds from illegal drug sales does not
constitute punishment and therefore does not raise a bar under
pornography distributor P.H.E., Inc., as an example.
A forfeiture case and a criminal prosecution would consti- the Double Jeopxdy Clause to criminal prosecution stemming
tute the same proceeding "only if they were brought in the from those sales. Unlike the fine in
the forfeiture of
same indictment and tried at the same time," the court said, drug proceeds will always be roughly proportional to the harm
following the reasoning of the Seventh Circuit in U.S. v. inflicted on govemment and society by the drug sale, the court
Torres, 28 F3d 1463 (CA7 1994). The Second Circuit and said. Furthemme, since Auslin dealt with the fotfeihm of conEleventh Circuit decisions predated the Supreme Court's veyances and teal estate used in a drug sale, its logic regarding
decision in Kurth Ranch, although the Ninth Circuit did not forfeitures as punishment under the Excessive Fines Clause does
not apply to forfeiture of d ~ u gp~oceeds,the court reasoned.
distinguish the cases on that basis.
Nothiug prevents prosecutors from seeking multiple punishments authorized by law, provided that they do so in the same Contraband and lnstrumenfalities
The govemrnent also takes the position that the double jeopcase, the court noted. Other courts have made the same observation. E.g., U.S. ir Torres, supra. Thus,the government can seek in ardy bar does not apply in cases involving contraband or an
of crime. In U.S. I?. U.S. Currency in the Amozuzt
a criminal case to forfeit the defendant's interest in the properly, instrume~~tality
to extinguish the claims of of $l45,IB, supra, the Second Circuit held that the forfeiture of
while pursuing a civil actiou ~LI
a large sum of cash under 31 USC 5317(c) for f a i l u ~to report it
persons who are not criminally chwged. US. v. McCaslim, supla.
to US. Customs did not violate double jeopardy, even though the
claimant had also been convicted of a clime for failing to report
Proceeds and Punishment
On the second question - whether forfeiture uuder the par- the culrency. Since the urnpotted cash was the "instrumentaliticular statute constitutes punishment - the court in ty" for the violation, the forfeiture of the cash was purely ~emedi$405.089.23 US. Currency decided that forfeiture of drug pro- al, the court said. The dissent contended that failure to file a curceeds under 21 USC 881(a)(6) and property involved in rency report is an act of omission that cannot have any
money laundering under 18 USC 981(a)(l)(A) does constitute instinmentality, and eniphasized that the statute neither made the
punishment which triggers the protections of the Double mouey contraband tior made its possession or transport illegal.
In Quinones-Raiz v. U.S., supra, a district court in
Jeopardy Clause. The court,rejected the government's atgument that the forfeiture of proceeds is entirely remedial and California declined to follow $145.139, after analyzing
therefore cannot be considered punishment. That argument 5317(c) in detail and determining that it was designed not
incorrectly focuses on the specific property and fails to reflect only to compensate the govemment for regulating the flow of
the categorical approach which the && court adopted for currency across its boiders, but also to punish the transporter
determining what constitutes punishment. In older to deter- of funds for failing to file the requi~edreport and to deter 0th-

w,

ers who might be inclined to do the same. The Second Circuit
had relied on now-outdated Ninth Circuit precedent and had
failed to undertake the analysis required by Austin to deternune if the statute is wholly I-ernedialor in part punitive, the
court said. The court noted that in Auslin the Court rejected
the notion that removal of the "instrument" of the crime is
always "remedial" because it removes illegal items from society. Quinones was represented by John F. Cherry, San Diego.
In U.S. 1. Heitvnan, supra, a district cou~thi Washington held
that a defendant could not be prosecuted for being a felon in possession of a weapon after he fo~feitedthe weapons in a ptior civil
forfeiture proceeding. Civil forfeitu~eunder 18 USC 924(d)(l)
constitutes "punishment" under Austin,the cou~tdecided, granting a motion to quash the indictment as violative of the Double
Jeopardy Clause. Heitzman was represented by Ricardo
He~nandez,of Hernandez Law Off~ces,P.S., in Sumyside, Wash.

Ninth Circuit's ruling in$405,089.23 US. Currency so far have
simply compared the indictment with the civil forfeiture notice,
complaint, or affidavit. For example, in U.S. e. Agrrilar; supra,
the court compared the complaint in the forfeiture action, whicb
specified the probable cause for seizure, with the language of
the indictment, and concluded that the criminal PI-oceedingwas
barred by double jeopardy. Aguilar was represented by George
Trejo of Conkeras-TI-ejo& Trejo, Inc., in Yakima, Wash.
Determining whether the forfeiture and the crinunal case
involve the same offenses may be pa~ticnlarlydifficult when the
indictment involves numerous counts that charge differing acts of
criminal conduct over a broad time span. In US. a Plunk, supra,
the US. Dmg Enforcement Administrationseized and administlatively forfeited various assets seized in a semh of the defendant's
home, and also charged him with a variety of drug- elated crimes
in a 12-count indictnient. To detetmine the offenses underlying
the fo~feitures,the cowt examined the notices of seizure, the declxation of the DEA's forfeiture counsel, and the affidavit nsed to
obtain the sexch wanant for the defendant's widence.
The c o u ~found
t
that tbe crimes whicb the government had
reason to believe the defendant had committed at the time of
the seizures and which were the basis for the administrative
fosfeitores were the same as the counts in the indictment that
charged possession of cocaine with intent to distribute and
three conspiracies to distribute cocaine. Prosecution on those
counts was barred by the Double Jeopardy Clause, but cou~its
charging a continuing c~iminalentetprise and use of a c o n
munications facility in drug trafficking did not involve the
same criminal acts as the forfeitures and thus could proceed
without violating the Double Jeopardy Clause, the court
decided. Plunk was represented by Phillip Paul Weidner, of
Phillip Paul Weidner and Associates, in Anchorage.

Same Offense
The double jeopardy bar applies only when the offenses
underlying the civil forfeiture and the criminal case are the
same. See U.S. I,. One 1978 Piper Cherokee Aircrrrft, supra
(remanding for determination whether civil forfeiture could
be predicated upon some offense other than those for which
the claimant had already been tried). The government is
expected to t ~ yto rebut double jeopardy arguments with U.S.
11. Dixoorr, 113 SCt 2849 (1993). Dixon reinvigorated the same
elements test of Blockbargo s. U.S., 284 US 299,304 (1 932),
which focuses on whether each offense contains an element
not contained in the other; if there is not at least one different
element, then the crimes are the same offense for double jeopardy purposes. [See I-eference volume, 121:201.]
The Supren~eCourt has not yet addressed the interaction
between
and Dixon, but it invoked Lkm when it vacated a state cou~tdecision affunling the dismissal of an indictment
on double jeopardy grounds. The Arizona Cou~tof Appeals had
held that under H&~J an a&Nnistrative penalty of $150,000
imposed by a state colporation co~nmissionbamed a subsequent
c~i~ninal
prosecution for violations of state secuities laws, but
the Supreme Court vacated and remanded for further considcrati011 in light of Dia-on. State lr Cook, No. 93-1985, 56 CrL 3020,
1013194, vacating State 11.Cook, 870 P2d413 (ArizApp 1993).
Exactly how Dixon applies in the Hdpix context is not yet
clear. The government is repo~tedlycontending that fotfeihue
possesses diffe~entelements than the underlying criminal offense,
i n that fotfeiture will always have the additional element of showing a nexus between the property and the offense. In U.S. v.
Oakes, supra, a dist~ictcon~tin Washineton decided that civil forfeiture involves the same offense as a criminal case under
Blockbu~-ger
wben the folfeihllre is plemised on the same criminal
violation. The civil forfeitu~eaction and the ctiIiinal pl-osecution
addressed the identical violation of the identical laws, and the
only difference between the p~oceedingswas the remedy sought
by the government, the cou~tsaid. 'To accept the Govemnent's
argunnent that the sections involve different elements simply
because one section of the statute deals with propelty and the
other people, would be to adopt a circular and illoso~ytheo~y,"the
cou1-i declared. Oakes was teptesented in his habeas proceeding
by Jeffry K. Finer, of Finer & Pugsley, in Spokaue, Wash.
To determine whether the civil fotfeiture aud the cri~ninal
case involve the same offense, district courts applying the

-

Failure To Contest Forfeiture
In U.S. ir Torres, the Seventh Ckcuit indicated that no double jeopaldy problem exists where the criniinal defendant failed
to claim any interest in the propetty forfeited in an earlier in
rern proceeding. To~resand a confederate produced $60,000 to
pay for some cocaine, but the "sellers" were in fact federal
agents. The court said that since Tones did not make a claim to
the money in the civil forfeiture proceeding, he did not become
a patty to the fo~feiture;thus, jeopardy did not attach, and no
double jeopardy problem arose. "If Torres lacked an interest in
the cash, its forfeiture did not impose any penalty on him ...
Tones is not entitled to escape time in prison just because the
forfeiture may have penalized one of his confederates in crime,
even his best fiiend." 28 F3d at 1466.
District courts in other cases, however, have allowed defendants to raise a double jeopardy challenge even though they
failed to contest the forfeiture. See U.S. 12. Aguila,; supra
(declining to follow
and te~mingit "irrelevant" whether
defendant failed to contest fo~feiture);U.S. ir PIzmk, supra (noting that claimant did not contest forfeitw~in order to ptesewe
his Fifth Amendmeut right not to testify); Qrrinorres-Reiz 11.
U.S:, supra (forfeiture constituted a separate proceeding for
double jeopardy purposes, even though the plaintiff did not
timely contest the forfeiture because he claimed he did not
~eceivenotice of it). Arguably, the failure to file a claim should
be relevant only if the individual did not actually have an ow~iership interest in the 111-ope~ty
that was fo~feited.

@
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harsh and overreaching, it has been held in other contexts that
the right to assert double jeopardy can be waived. See, e.g.,
Hnrtirrzg v. Omodt, 687 F2d 1230 (CA8 1982).
It appears that if the plea bargain is sufficiently specific, the
waiver will indeed preclude a later double jeopardy claim. In
US. v. Hirdson, 14 F3d 536 (CAI0 19941, a waiver provision in
the consent order that the defendants had entered into with the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency stated that nothing in
it constituted a waiver of any right of any other representatives
of the United States to bring other actions. That waiver could
not reasonably he interpreted as a waiver of doohle jeopardy
rights in a subsequent prosecution, especially where the record
did not show that the defendants knew of any pending criminal
proceedings or investigations, the court held. The portion of the
order that explicitly enumerated various rights and interests that
were expressly waived would have been the appropriate place to
Waiver Issues
The question of waiver will likely arise when douhle jeop- create a waiver of douhle jeopardy rights, the court said.
The court declined the government's invitation to follow U.S.
ardy is asserted to challenge a punishment imposed following a
guilty plea. In a typical scenario, the defendant in a drug case, v. Mnrcus Schloss & Co., 724 FSupp 1123 (SDNY 1989),
also facing civil forfeiture proceedings, agrees not to contest the which held that the defendant in au SEC civil proceeding, who,
forfeiture as part of a plea bargain. If the defendant challenges with knowledge of a pending criminal inquiry, enters into a conthe conviction, the government may claim that the guilty plea sent order explicitly recognizing the absence of any bar to crimiwaived any subsequent double jeopardy challenge. In U.S. v. nal proceedings arising out of the same conduct, cannot subs*
Oakes, however, a district court in Washington held that a quently advance the civil disposition as the basis for a claim of
guilty plea does not waive a double jeopardy challenge which is double jeopardy. In this case, there was no evidence appellants
based solely on the face of the indictnient and record in the civil had such knowledge. See also U.S. v. Farmer, 924 E d 647
forfeiture and criminal actions. It decided that a prisoner who (CA7 1991) (whew. four of the predicate acts in RICO indicthad pleaded guilty could nonetheless challenge his conviction ment were acts to which defendant had previously pleaded
as haled by double jeopardy, since he did not seek an eviden- guilty, hut the plea agreement signed by him specifically noted
tia~yhearing and none was required. The court rejected the con- that the federal government was continuing to investigate him
tention that under US. v. Broce, 488 US 563 (1989), a guilty for acts of racketeering and that the plea in no way precluded
plea waives any subsequent double jeopatdy challenge. The prosecution for those acts, "it could he argued with some fo&'
Court in Brace made it clear, the comt said, that only factual that defendant specifically waived any douhle jeopardy claims
double jeopardy challenges are foreclosed by a guilty plea, relating to the conduct which was the subject of both the plea
whereas a facial challenge to the indictment survives the plea. agreement in the earlier case and the later racketeering charges).
Circuits that have considered the issue after Brace have generally held that a double jeopardy challenge following a coun- Final Convictions
In U.S. v. McCaslin, a district court in Washington held that
seled guilty pleamay be brought if the defendant's claim is evia defendant who was convicted after having his property fordent from the face of the iecord, the court observed.
Five consolidated cases awaiting decision on appeal in the feited in an earlier proceeding may challenge his conviction on
Ninth Circuit [US. Dohe*, No. 93-303411 present the guilty double jeopardy grounds even if the conviction became final
pleafwaiver issue, according to Jeffry Finer, who represents one before m.McCaslin is represented by Jeffrey Steinborn,
of the defendants. The appeal was argued before the decision in Steinbom & Associates, in Seattle.
Rejecting the government's reliance on Teagcre v. Lune, 489
$405.089.23 US. Currency and is under advisement, Finer said.
The government may also raise the waiver issue in cases not US 288 (1989). the court held that Austin did not announce a
involving a guilty plea. Suppose that the defendant agreed to for- new constitutional rule that should apply only to cases that
feit property in acivil in m proceeding, and later was convict- become final after the rule was announced. On the contrary.
applied an old rule in a new factual context. The remeed after a trial. If the defendant now contends that the criminal
punishment was barred by double jeopardy, the government dy is to vacate the second punishment, the court said, vacating
may claim that the civil settlement constituted a waiver of dou- the defendant's conviction. Accord U.S. v. Oakes, supra
ble jeopardy. Such an assertion was rejected, however, in U.S. v. C$405.089.23 U.S. Currency did not announce a new rule since
McCaslin (despite government argument that defendant waived the law of douhle jeopardy was not altered in any way).
his double jeopardy claim when he enteied into consent judgment in forfeiture case, nothing in the record suggested he relin- Unsuccessful Prosecutions
While the government cannot hring a second civil p~oceedquished his rights under Double Jeopardy Clause at any time).
In federal dist~ictswith active forfeiture programs, prosecu- ing seeking a penal sanction after a criminal conviction nor a
tors in criminal cases are often now requiring that plea bar- criminal proceeding after a civil proceeding in which a penal
gains include a double jeopardy waiver provision in which the sanction was imposed, the government may argue that it can
defendant agrees not to raise a Hdpx claim in any future pro- seek a civil sanction following a criminal acquittal, because
was decided under the multiple punishment component
ceedings. While defense lawyers may regard this practice as

In US, v. Plunk, the government argued that the forfeiture
did not constitute punishment because it was obtained by
default and there was no showing that Plunk was deprived of
any of his property. The magistrate judge, in fmdings and conclusions adopted by the district court, pointed out that the
search warrants authorized searches of his property, the seizure
notices referenced him, and the underlying investigation and the
indictment tied the propelty to him. The government could not
argue both that Plunk had not been punished because he was
not a patty to the forfeiture proceedings, and at the same time
deny him standing to assert a claim unless he waived his Fifth
Amendment rights,
the magistrate
-judge
- commented.
Kecummend;uion Kca:~rdiwMotion to l > . i u i UGrounds of
~ ~ u h l c J a p u ~Robelis,
ly,
US Msgistr~~te
J., I 1/4/94.
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of the Double Jeopardy Clause, not under the successive prosecution component. In U.S. v. Unin~ex,Inc., however, a district
court in California held that the Double Jeopardy Clause
barred a civil foifeiture action against a corporation for the forfeiture of real property under 21 USC 88l(a)(7) after the government prosecuted the corporation, albeit unsucessfully, for
money laundering. Unimex was represented by Stanley
Greenberg, Los Angeles.
Unimex was convicted of money laundering, but its conviction was overturned on appeal. The government then dismissed the criminal case, but subsequently was granted summary jl~dgmentin the pending civil fo~feitureaction. Granting
a motion to reconsider the summary judgment in light of
$405.089.23 U S . Currency, the district court rejected the
argument that double jeopardy did not apply because the corporation had not been punished even once. The Double
Jeopardy Clause "focuses on the government's attempt lo
inflict punishment rather than on theinfliction of the punishment itself - that is, the very fact that a person has to 'mn the
gaontlet' twice for the same offense violates the Double
Jeopardy Clause." Slip op. at 5 (emphasis by court). Unimex
had to endure orosecution twice for the same underlvine
,
offense, and the government had the advantage of relying on^
evidence from the ciiminal trial in the civil forfeiture summary
judgment motion, the court pointed out.
The government cited U.S. v. One Assortwerlt of 89
Firearms, 465 US 354, 361 (1984), where the Supreme Court
stated that "double jeopardy does not bar a civil, remedial forfeiture proceeding initiated following an acquittal 011 related
criminal charges." But the court wasunpersuaded, pointing out
that the Ninth Circuit in $405.089.23 US. Currency explicitly
stated that double jeopady protection applies with equal force
whether the first prosecution results in a conviction or au
acquittal. Moreover, the coust noted, the Coiut in 89 Firearnis
characterized the forfeiture in that case as remedial, whereas
this case involved a foifeiture statute which constitutes punishment. See also Note, Takine the Ammunition Away
"War on Drug": A Double Jeopardv Bar to 21 USC Sec. 881
After Austin it. United Stntes, 44 Case W LRev 235, 261-62
(1993) (arguing that H&a should be extended to bar civil forfeiture following unsuccessful prosecution for same offense,
based on dicta in HalDkr and policy consideratians).

-

-

Identifying the Second Punishment
Where someone has been punished twice for the same
offense, it is the second punishment that must be held invalid.
U.S. v. McCnslin, supra; see also U.S. v. Tilley, si1p1-a, I8 F3d at
298. o. 5 ("Regardless of the order of the civil and criminal proceedings, the Double Jeopardy Clause will bar the second sanetion if both the first and second sanctions are deemed punishment."). As Justice Scalia stated in his dissent in Kurth Ranch,
"[Ilf there is a constitutional prohibition on multiple punishments, the order cannot possibly make any difference." 114
SCt at 1958 (contending that the Double Jeopardy Clause prohibits only successive prosecution, not successive punishment).
In some cases it is clear which punishment occurred first. In
other cases, counsel may have room to develop an al-gument
that would support the result desired by the client. While
someone still incarcerated would prefer to challenge the conviction, a person who has completed serving a sentence may

prefer to seek the return of forfeited property, depending on
the value of the assets at stake and the consequences of the
conviction for the particular client. In U.S. v. Oakes, the district court decided that the punishment in the forfeiture proceeding occurred at the time of the guilty plea (defendant
agreed to forfeit his home as part of a plea bargain) and thus
preceded the defendant's sentencing on the criminal charge,
so that the sentence was the second punishment and had to be
vacated. The court rejected the government's argument that
the forfeiture did not occur until its title was perfected, after
the defendant was sentenced. Since the government never
sought an order of default against the defendant in the forfeiture action, it clearly considered his interest forfeited at the
time he pleaded guilty, the court said.

Other Issues
For purposes of the double jeopardy analysis, it does not
matter whether a forfeiture proceeded administratively or
judicially, according to several district courts. U.S. 11.
Heiturtcrri, supra; U.S. v. Pl~o~k,
supra.
The Double Jeopardy Clause does not prohibit successive
prosecutions by different sovereigns based on the same conduct. See Kurth Ranch, 114 SCt at 1947 n.@%22 ("significant that the same sovereign that criminalized the activity also
imposed the tax"); U.S. v. 38 Wlmlem Cove Drive, 954 F2d 29
(CA2 1992) (even though forfeiture of condominium for selling small amount of cocaine constituted punishment, Double
Jeopardy Clanse did not apply as prior prosecution had been
instituted by local police and not by federal government).
The separate proceedings must involve the same party in
order for double jeopardy to apply. For instance, if the government brings a criminal prosecution against an individual
defendant and then seeks to forfeit property owned by the
defendant's wholly owned close corporation, the defendant
may not be able to invoke the defense of prior punishment.
One unresolved issue is whether a civil fo~feiturethat is not
barred by the Double Jeopardy Clause may nevertheless run
afoul of the due process clause under especially egregious circumstances. The Ninth Circuit raised this issue in U.S. v. One
1978 Piper. Cherokee Aircrafi, but expmsed no view on it. It
took note of Satlchez 11. U.S., 341 F2d 225, 229 (CA9 1965)
("planned exposure of an accused to a succession of trials for
offenses clearly subject to joinder, far the deliberate purpose
of enhancing the chance of conviction on weak evidence may
well constitute fundamental unfairness"); Tucker v.
Makowski, 883 F2d 877, 880-81 (CAI0 1989) ("successive
trials arising from admittedly separate crimes, but stemming
from the same criminal transaction [may violate an accused's
right to due process] in the f o m ~of his right to be fi-eeof prosecutorial attempt[s] to wear out the accused by a multitude of
cases with accumulated trials").
Another unresolved issue is whether, assuming it applies to
civil foifeitures, the Double Jeopardy Clause should not bar
civil forfeitwe after a criminal case in situations where the
governinent in good faith is unable to locate all of a defendant's criminal assets by its last superseding indictment. See
Zeldin & Axelrod, Latest Double Jeonardv Case No Aid to
Federal Government, 5 Money Laundering L Rep 1, 4 (Oct.
1994) (suggesting that this argument makes sense or could
provide the basis for a "legislative fix").

*
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INTRODlWION

Article 35.23 V.A.C.C.P., in purt, provider
1

~ h - , , ;nmrr
" " JU'"'"

have been
'I V sworn in
a felony case, the court may,
at its discretion, permit the
jurors to separate until the
court has given its charge to
the jury. The Court on its
own motion may and on the
motion of either party shall,
after having given its charge
to the jury, order that the
jury not be allowed to separate, after which the jury
shall be kept together, and
not permitted to separate
except to the extent of housing female jurors separate
and apart from male jurors,
until a verdict has been rendered or the jury finally discharged."

'

The current version of 35.23 has
been in effect since 1989. It should he
noted that this portion of Art. 35.23
my nlra nngen
a ~ o l i e sonlv to felonv cases. Before
I'd89, Art. i5.23, in p a k provided:
When jurors have been sworn in a felony case, the court may, in its discretion, permit the jurors to separate until the court has giveu its charge to the
jury, after which the jury shall be kept together, and not permitted to separate
except to the extent of housing female jurors separate and apart from male
juro~s,until a verdict has been rendered or the j u ~ yfinally discharged, &
bvpermission of rhe coil,? and the corrsertr qfeach wrtv.
The 1989 amendment to Art. 35.23 allows the jury to sepamte after having received
the Court's charge, unless a motion is made that the j u ~ ynot be allowed to separate.

HOOD K STATE
The leading ease intapreting the 1989 amendment to Art. 35.23 is Hood v. State,
written by Judge John Onion? In Hood, the trial court, after the jury had received
the charge, and during deliberations, indicated that it was going toallow the jury separate for the evecling. The defendant objected. The trial court overruled the objection and the jury ~eparated.~
The Court, u f t a acknowledging the 1989 umendment, held:
The provisions of article 35.23 and its forerunners have long been held to
be mandatory. * * The prohibition azainst jury separation during deliberations is one af the most fundamental and ancient legal i d e s in the Englishspeaking world aud is no~maUystrictly enforced in order to prevent jury tampering. * * * When the defendant has established that an improper jury
separation has occurred, it has been held that the mandatory language of article 35.23 raises a presumption of harm which the State must then seek to
rebut. * * * In order to afford the State au oppoitunity to rebut thia presumption of harm, the issue of improper jury separation must be mised during
trial or in a hearing on a motion for uew trial. * * *
Consequently, after a motion to sequester the jury is made, hid enor exits if the
jury is allowed to separate after receiving the charge, and the State fails to rebut the
presumption of ham.

'

"

IS JURY SEPARATION SUBJECT
A HARMLESS ERROR ANALYSIS?
held, based on the record before it, that the Alt. 35.23 violation
The Coutt in
fell into the cakgory of errors that could not be subjected to a harm analysis. The
record in Hood, as revealed in the opinion, merely showed that the jury had separated
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for the evening. The Court reasoned that a harm analysis
would not be meaningful because the record did not reveal any
concrete data from which the Court could gauge or quautify
the effect of the e l m aud reversed the conviction. The holdiug in
was limited to the facts of the case.
As a practical mattel; most errors are subject to the hannless error rule. However, some errors, "by their vely nature
cast so nn~chdoubt on the fairness of the trial process that, as
a matter of law, they can never be considered harmless."'
The common thread ruuniug though the cases that have held
that a particular errol- was not subject to a harm analysis is
that a meaniugfd harm analysis is impossible? One nus st
remember, in order to find an error harmless under
Tex.R.App.Proe. Xl(b)(Z), the appellate court must determine
"beyoud a reasonable doubt that the error made no contl-ibutiou to the conviction or to the punishment." In the area of
Art. 35.23 error, h a m is presumed. Consequently, in the face
of a silent record, any improper jury separatiou will be
reversible error?

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
COMES NOW the defendant in the above styled and numbered cause, by and through his attorney of record, H.F.
RICK HAGEN, and files the above styled motion and in support of would sliow the Court the following, to-wit:

1.
Pursuant to Article 35.23 V.A.C.C.P., the defendant makes
his request now, before the charge is submitted to the jury,
tbat the jury not be allowed to separate after receiving the
Court's charge. This motion is made for both the guiltlinnocence phase of trial and the punishment phase of trial, if auy.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the defendant
respectfully requests tbat this motion will in all things be granted.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
JACKSON & HAGEN

H.F. RICK HAGEN
ATTORNEY FOR THE DEFENDANT
THE TEXAS BUILDING
100 WEST OAK, SUITE 302
DENTON, TEXAS 76201
8171566-1001
STATE BAR NO. 08687250

CREATING THE RECORD
In McDonald v. State,'' the Court of Criminal Appeals recognized the following with regard to Art. 35.23 error: (I)
The accused has the burden to show that an improper jury
separation occurred; (2) Once that fact is established, the
burden shifts to the State to show that the accused was not
harmed because of the imp rope^- jury separation; (3) When
the issue is raised for the first time on appeal, the State is
deuied the opportunity to show that no harm resulted; and, (4)
Raising the issue in the trial court gives the State the opportunity to show that no h a m resulted."
In light of the 1989 amendment to Art. 35.23, tbe accused
must first file a motion asking that the jurors not be allowed
to separate at either the guilt/iunocence phase or the punishment phase of trial. A sample motion is provided at the end
of this article. As noted in Hood,the trial court has no discretion in the matter; the motion must be granted.
In order to ensure that the record is fully developed,
coin~selfor the accused should pmsent testimony that jury
separation has occurred. This is easily accon~plishedby
trial counsel testifying that he saw the jury leave the jury
room. Once this is done, the burden is on the State to show
that no harm occurred. One must remember, that according
to McDonald, the State must be given the opportunity to
show that no harm occurred. Therefore, trial counsel
should give serious thought to filing a motion for new trial
alleging jury separation as a ground so that the State has a
full opportunity to rebut the presumption of harm.
Assuming the State puts fails to present evidence either
during trial or at the motiou for new trial, the record should
be ripe for reversal.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above
legal document was hand delivered to the Criminal District
Attorney of Denton County, Texas or one of his assistants on
, 1 9 .
this the -day of

H.F. RICK HAGEN

ORDER
On this the -day of
-19-,
came to be heard the defendant's MOTION NOT T O
ALLOW JURORS TO SEPARATE AFTER RECEIVING
THE COURT'S CHARGE UNTIL A VERDICT I S
REACHED, after considering the evidence and arguments of
counsel, the Court hereby finds that the same should be:
-GRANTED.
-DENIED, to which action the defendaut excepts.

NO.
JUDGE PRESIDING

THE STATE OF TEXAS
VS.

$ IN THE DISTRICT COURT

5
5

=ON

JUDICIAL DISTRICT
COUNTY, TEXAS

SUBMI'M'ED BY:

MOTION NOT TO ALLOW JURORS TO SEPARATE AFTER RECEIVING THE

COURT'S CHARGE UNTIL A VERDICT IS REACHED

H.F. RICK HAGEN
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the defense of criminal cases.
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iual rights guaranteed by
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Establishing the Reliability of
the Narcotic Detector Dog
"A Trainer's Point of View"
By Steven D. Nitely

IF PROBABLE CAUSE I S A
WELL TRAINED DOG, WHAT I S
A WELL TRAINED DOG?

T

he courts have
ruled time and
again that a well
trained narcotic detector
dog is sufficient to establish probable cause for an
arrest, but they fail to
answer what constitutes a
well trained dog. In fact,
many affidavits for a
search warrant do not
establish probable cause
when a narcotic detector
dog is the basis for the
warrant. Handlers have
convinced prosecutors and
judges that proficiency
and reliability are one in
the same. They are not.
Proficiency only concerns
a dog's training in a contsolled envisonrnent.
VOICE VOLUME 24 NUMBER 2 FEBRUARY95

Proficiency is a numerical measurement of the dog's ability to detect narcotics
without much regard for other environmental conditions or variables which may
be involved. Reliability concerns a dog's ability to successfully detect narcotics
in a uncontrolled environment - in the field. Included in the measurement of the
dog's reliability is the number of times the dog displays a positive alert for narcotics and the number of times the dog actually finds narcotics. The dog's reliability and not just his profic~encyshould be closely examined when making a
probable cause detelmination. However, office~susually refer only to the dog's
proficiency and not his reliability when securing a search wanant. Magistrates,
judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys have not been educated on what constitutes reliability in the narcotic detector dog and are left with the often subjective
explanations of the handler's description of his dog as well trained. In fact, the
cooits have luled that an examination of the number of times a dog responded and
the number of times substances were found was not required for a probable cause
determination in the wariant affidavit. This is an unfortunate example of how the
courts have bee11 misguided by the one sided informatio~~
concerning these dogs.
The lack of a con~pleteeducation and understanding in this regard has paved the
road for innocent people to be detained and sea~ched- and others to be arrested
without piobable cause.
Most warrants involving the dog will read: "K-9 Max has been used for the
last two years by Officer Smith. K-9 Max is certified at the 95% level. K-9
Max has led office~sto 60 finds of narcotics in the past two years." Based on
this limited information it sounds like Max is a well trained dog - but is he?
Even though nothing has been said about Max's reliability, the judge signs the
warrant believing Max's training and experience provide probable cause.
However, this information is insufficient to make such a determination. A
dog's reliability in narcotic detection can be distinguished from scoring high
during a certification test or having a high find rate during training. Reliability
in the narcotic detector dog only concelns one thing - a response to only narcotic odors. Many handlers and trainers have convinced the unsuspecting couit
that proficiency and reliability are the same. This assumption is fa1 fiom the
truth.
It is time the courts understand the difference between proficiency and reliability
when making a probable cause determination. They should no longei accept the
dog's certification as face value for reliability. The court must establish more acculate standards to be used for judging the dog's ieliability. Ce~tificationswhich did
not requi~ethe dog to: (1) workunder various conditions; (2) pass common associate
odors without responding to them or; (3) be tested with no less than 20 finds, should
not be considered when assessing the dog's abilities.
Proficiency may be the only deciding factor on probable cause when other factors
are insufficient. A good example would be a dog with no track m a i d of field ser-
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vice. Remember the p~oofis not how good the dog looks in
training, but rather how well he performs in the field. The
following topics will help in determirung whether the dog in
your case was "a well tmined dog."

TRAINING RECORDS
Training records reflect p~oficiency,readiness, and reliability of the narcotic detector dog team. The records must contain sufficient information to describe each t h i n g problem,
identifying the strong and weak points of the team. In order
to establish reliability of the dog, the court should review each
dog's records on a case-by-case basis.
Training records must identify the dog and its handler(s). If
the dog has mole than one handler there may be problems
with the dog that are not recorded. One handler may leave out
information about the dog which would leave incorrect
assumptions about the dog's abilities. Ensure that all handlers
are identified*and any records they have are reviewed.
The most impo~tantthing the training records must show is
variety in the dog's training program. The cliche, "variety is
the spice of life," is often used hy those who constantly like
change in their life. In dog training, variety is not just a
spice. It is au absolute necessity for a complete and well
trained dog. Lack of variety will cause many types of false
responses, such as time bracketing, placement association,
and odor association.
Time bracketing, the setting of the dog's internal clock,
occurs when the haudler falls into a habit of placing a training
aid so the dog will consisteutly find them at the same time. To
see how time bracketing wo~ks,go to a dog show such as an
American Kennel Club (AKC) obedience trial aud watch the
regimented environment in which they compete. Read the trial
requirements and you will discover that regardless of where an
AKC show is held the trial requirements are identical. Now
watch the contestants prepare for the show, and you will see
that they count every step so the dog will be conditioned to
expect a turn in a prescribed direction at a designated point.
To prevent time bracketing the handler must record the: (1)
time when the aids were placed; (2) time the search Salted; (3)
time when the &st aid was found or missed and: (4) the time
the training problem ended. By reviewing these times the handler can ensuie no patterns are set to cue the dog to respond.
Although variety in times plays an important role in the
t~ainingof dogs behavior, it also has several other roles. For
example, there m y he hidden problems if a dog's training
session only recorded that the dog detected one glam of
cocaine hidden inside a vehicle. The records show the dog's
mponse was from the outside of the vehicle, and the cocaine
had only been in the vehicle five minutes. A response to this
amount of narcotics, in that time frame, would be an impossible task. The lesponse would be based on other factors.
How long a dog can effectively search must also be considered when reviewing times. A dog's endu~anceto perform
effectively exists for a limited time and must be established.
The training records must show the maximum effective
search time of the dog. The maximum effective search time
will vary from dog to dog, and environment to environment.
Consider this fact scenario: The dog in your case is credited with finding one gmm of marijuana hidden in a hard shell

suit case. The police reports show the dog had been consistently searching luggage at the airport for one hour. The
dog's training records show the dog fails to detect one ounce
of marijuana contained in a hard shell suitcase after 30 minutes of searching duling training. Therefore, the response to
your client's luggage was likely caused by other factors.
The other preconditioned response, placement association,
is similar to time bracketing hut is concerned with where the
aids are placed. A good example of placement associafion
can be seen by attending a Schntzhund trial. During the
search of the "blinds," the helper is always the last hlind. A
dog is required to go around each hlind before reaching the
sixth or last blind in a task called searching the blinds. Most
dogs do not search the blinds, hut rather simply go through
the motions. Since the dog knows the helper is always in the
last blind, it is not unusual to hear a dog harking before it
reached the last hlind. The dog's response upon finding the
helper is to bark and hold. Thus, in anticipation of the helper
heing inside the Iast blind, the dog responds before reaching
the blind. In narcotic detection, vehicles, luggage, desks, and
such replace the blinds. However, the principle is still the
same. Placement association and scenario association go
hand in hand. Scenario association will be discussed later in
the section concerning utilization records.
Otber factors to consider when reviewing the placement of
tlaining aids are difficulty and realism.
order for the team
to function effectively in the field the training must appear
real to the dog and handler. Additionally, some problems
must have a high degree of difficulty to challenge the team.
Varying the placement of the training aids will require
varying the training locations and environments.
Environments that stimulate the dog's defense drive will prevent the dog from searching. Narcotic dogs are traiued, in
one form or another, thl.ough their prey drive. When the dog
is stimulated by "prey drive," he is focused totally on the prey
and the hunt. If the environinent invokes the defense drive
the dog will extinguish the prey drive, to focus on the threat.
Since the stless is environmental, the dog will flee to relieve
and avoid the s t r m . Thus, narcotic detection becomes an
impossibility. Simply put, if the dog can not function normally in his environment, he cannot detect narcotics.
The third leaned association is odor association, which can
be learned in both training and field conditions, but it can
only be corrected during tmining. Odor association occurs
when the dog no longer discriminates between the target odor
e a wide variety of associand the associate odor(s). T h e ~ are
ate odors, but the most common are plastic wraps, haggies,
human scent and money. To discover the most likely associate odor of the dog in your case, you would have to review
both the training and utilization records.
The problem with odor association has been known since the
initial use of the narcotic detector dog. It is found in all scent
discrimination tasks. Unfo~tnnately,handlers and tminels who
do not train with scent discrimination tasks neglect to address
this p~ohlem. Teaching a dog scent discrimination in order to
prevent false responses which result fivm odor association is
just asimpottant as teaching the dog to identify the target odor.
Odor associatiou can be prevented, but only through the
diligence of both the dog handler and trainer. Constantly
changing the trainiug aid container will slow the process of
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team was notified aud when they arrived must be satisfiedfor
the requirements porsuant to United States Ir Place, 462 U.S.
696,77 L.Ed.2d 110, 103 S.Ct. 2637 (1983).
It is essential to know when the search sta~ted,finished and
when the dog responded in order to ensure the dog was searching within its established effective search time. Knowing
when the dog responded allows comparisons between the time
the dog responded in the case before the court and when the
dog normally expects to respond during training. If the data
illustrates the effects of time bl-acketing, the dog would have
responded whether na~roticswere present or not.
Narcotic detector dogs don't just go from initial detection
into final response. There is a behavioral change known as
UTILIZATION RECORDS
"Just Noticeable Difference" (JND) which the dog will exhibit
As in any business, the bottom line says it all, and utiliza- before going into final response. This change may be very
tion records are the bottom line with narcotic detector dogs. slight, but usually it is not. Normally, the dog will detect the
Utilization records determine the bottom line by allowing the odor of the narcotic and begin "working" the odor until it
courts to asceltain the exact accuracy of the dog team. There reaches the odor source. The handler should include the dog's
are many handlers, trainers, arid prosecutors who have con- change in behavior in the report. If no behavioral changes are
vinced the courts that a dog is reliable because it has found made, then it would stand to reason the dog I-esponded as a
narcotics sixty times. Another argument concerning the dog's result of time bracketing or scena~ioassociation.
Odors don't travel upwind. For this reason, it is important
reliability is that the dog was certified at a 95% rating or finished at the top of the class. This really sounds impressive, to know the dog's location in relation to the discovered item
when he initially detects an odor. To illustrate this point inlagbut do not be deceived.
ine
a vehicle that is stopped facing north -placing the d~iver's
When the prosection states the dog has led officers to narcotics sixty times, ask these three questions: "How many side to the west and the passenger's side to the east. If the
times has the dog searched? How many times has the dog wind is blowing from the east to west and the handler reports
lead officers to believe narcotics were present? And how the dog responded at the passenger's door (east), but the narmany times were narcotics actually found?" If the proseco- cotics were found under the driver's seat, then the response
tion cannot answer those questions they cannot establish the was & due to the narcotic inside the vehicle. The natural
reliability of the dog. If the dog searched 700 times, respond- flow of the air currents would push the odor to the west away
ed 600 times, and narcotics were found 60 times, how reliable from where the dog responded.
As mentioned before, when a dog responds without showis the dog? These questions are just some of the many questions the court must answer concerning the reliability of the ing a behavioral change, the response is not induced by an
dog. The requirement for having the information about the odor. The response would be either placement association,
umber of times the dog has searched, responded, and nar- scenario association, or handler induced. Scenario induced
cotics seized has mots in Hortorr v. Goose Creek Inrlepei~deirt responses have many of the sanie charactelistics and causes as
placement association. One way scenarios are learned by the
Scl~oolDistrict, 690 F.2d 470 (5th Cir. 1982).
In addition to searches, responses, and finds, the utilization dog is when the items searched are singled out. Dogs can easily be conditioned to respond to the singled out item very
records must contai~ithe following information:
quickly. A plausible reason for the dog becoming condi1. Identification of the narcotic detector dog;
tioned to singled out items is the handler's fear of missing
2. Identification of the liandler(s) for this dog;
3. Training times for when each search started, finished, narcotics. The basis for this fear is not without foundation.
Oftentimes when a dog misses an aid in training, the handler
and when the dog responded;
4. The dog's location when he first alerted the handler of is the first one to be blamed, when in fact, the handler may
have nothing to do with the miss at all. As with other profesa detected odor;
sions, people often forget the good work accomplished, but
5. The dog's location when he went into final response;
6. The dog's behavior before and during detection of an never forget the mistakes. When the dog does respond to an
item singled out it is very easy for the handler, h-ainer, and
odor;
7. Whether the item searched was singled out or searched supervisors to just say the individual matched the profile perfectly and the dog responded to a residual odor. This attitude
at random among other items;
8. The wind direction, approximate temperature and other does nothing to establish the reliability of the dog.
A good example of the pressure placed on handle13 can be
weather co~iditionswhen a search was conducted outfound in the article "Sniffer Dogs to Get Diplonlas: Basics of
doors; and
9. Every response by the dog should be recorded along Training'' by Cle Francis, Dog World Magazine, December
with a list of items which may have caused the dog's 1990. In this article Charlie Caldwell, then dh-ector of the
Canine Enforcement Division of the United States Customs
response.
Service, stated:
"When 1 set a training aid out in the work environment, I
Identifying the dog and handler simply insures the right dog
team is being I-eviewed. Information concerning when the expect that dog to respond. If he doesn't, then I want to know
distinguishing between associate and target odors. To he sure
the dog has not learned associate odors the team should be
constantly tested. The placement of the associate odor should
be identical to the placement of the training aid - i.e., target
odor. In other words, if training aids are concealed then so
should the associate odor. The training aids must be in such a
place that will enable the dog to detect the odor.
Additionally, during testing the handler must not know where
the target odors have been placed or how many there are. The
handler must understand there will be both associate odors
and target odors present during the training.
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tr&ned to exhibit in response to the smell of drugs.
The ability of the passive response dog to search without
destmying evidence raises this question: If odor emitting
fmm a vehicle is to the narcotic detector dog as plain view is
to an officer, how is the interior of the vehicle to be searched?
Would not the dog entering the vehicle be less int~usivethan
officers entering and searching the interior? The sniff of the
dog is less intrusive than officers mmmaging through items
while searching for nanotics. U.S. a Pime, supra. This raises the. question of whether officers wonld be required to use
the dog first to search the inmior for the odor source. Also, if
the dog fails to locate hidden narcotics or an odor source
inside the vehicle, does the officer have the right to search the
interior of the vehicle?
Many handlers claim their dog has the ability to detect
residual odor left by someone opening a door or handling narcotics and touching the vehicle. To determine if only the dog
should enter the vehicle, it is important to understand how
residual odor causes a dog to respond. As narcotics are transported in a vehicle it leaves molecules behind that are pushed
about inside the vehieIe by air pressure. This air pressure,
either natural or artificial, causes the molecules to gather
together at exit points. When the molecules come together at
this point there may he insufficient amounts to reach the
threshold of response and cause a rasponse. Once the door is
opened the build up escapes. If there is not a finding of a
thmhold response when a properly trained dog is searching
the interior of a vehicle, he will exit the vehicle. If the dog

enters the vehicle and a scent cone is present, the dog will follow it to the source and respond. What the dog responded to
could he searched either hy the dog or officer for contraband.
The item responded to would dictate the actions.
Passive responses can prevent rummaging through luggage
as stated in U.S. v. Place, supra. For example, during a luggage search after a passive dog has responded to the exterior,
the interior could be sniffed as well. This sniff would take
only a few seconds and if there was no Wponse to the interior
contents, the luggage could quickly he released. This method
would ensure the original intent was maintained, discovery of
narcotics, while intrusion on innocent people was minimized.
Only when narcotics are found w h m the dog responds could
the hag he completely searched. A canine sniff by a well
trained narcotics defector dog does not requite opening the
luggage. This method does not expose noncontraband items
that otherwise would remain hidden from public view as
would an officer's rummaging through the contents of the
luggage. U.S. v. Place, supra.

*

Steven Nicely is a professional dog Nainer and has worked
with M i c e dogs since 1973 when he began fminuzg for the
Marine Corps M i l i f a ~
Police.
~
He has served as a Militn*.
Polic~7nanand as a Texas Police OBcer with seve~aldepa~
fmeats. His dogs have competed at the regional, slate, and
tiationnl level and have received m a r k al eaeh level. He has
trained approximtely two hundred dogs - si,xiy for narcofic
defectorwork, and over thifly offiCers who handle these dogs.
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following letter and survey should have already been
received by you from the home office. We need you to read
letter, complete the survey, and return it to the home office
immediately. (TCDLA, 600 W. 13th, Austin, TX 78701, FAX:
512-469-9107). We appreciate your cooperation in this matter.

Dear TCDLA Member:
As Chairperson of the TCDLA LagislafiveCommittee, I urn ~oriti,lgto you to seekyour assistance in
our continuing legislative efforts. As you kno~v,the LegisZature will reconvene in Jnnrtary 1995. In order
toprepare, we need each of our members tojll out the enclosedfonn and return it to the home ofice.
We need you to do this now so thut we can input the it&ortnation onto our computec The infortnation
will allow us to quickly ascertain which nzembers, ifany, have personal contact with their respective
legislators so that we can call upon our meinhers to contact any particztlar legiskztor regarding a
particularpiece of legislation in an emergency siftmtion. As you &now these types of sifuations oflen
arise during the legislative sessbn and we lurve Iraddi@culty in the past with being able to iinnaediately
ascertain whic11members to contact to t ~ to
y bemi the ear ofany particulur leg is la to^:
Accordingly, 1ve ,vould appreciate your assistance in immnediatelyjlli~zgout the enclosedfo~mand
sendirm- it to the ho1n.e office.
.- Your assistmzceand cooperation in this maiter will enable us to more
effectively assist yon und o w respective clients andfi1tu1-eclients.
Sincerely yours,
David L ~;s&rd
First Vice President

TCDLA member name:
TCDLA member home telephone number:
TCDLA member office telephone number:
Full Names@)of representatives you personally know andlor would feel comfoitable
calling to discuss legislation with:

ALR and
Driver's License
Suspensions

0

First, Art. 6687b-1 will allow susn January 1,
pensions when arrested citizens sub1995, the new mit to an analysis of their alcohol
By Kimberly De La Garza
that results in .O1 or
statutory provi- concentration
more. Second, the suspe~~sions
for f a i l u ~under
t
6687b-1 and those under 67011-5
sions relating to driver's for refusing an alcohol analysis will be characterized by entirely new procedures
hearings and appeals. Both Art. 6687b-1 (failures) and Art. 67011-5 (iefusals)
license suspensions for
prescribe new procedures and specify that the Administrative Procedure and
become effective.' The Texas Register Act, hereinafter called APA, (Art. 6252-13a)* applies to the extent
it is not inconsistent. Finally, the provisions applicable to implied consent for
changes represent a sig- commercial motor vehicle drivers and their lesnlting disqualifications for refusals
nificant departure from or failures (.04 or more) include specific references to the procedu~esfor failures,
refusals and appeals. See Art. 6687b-2, sec. 27 (e, f). Any hearings requested
the prior law governing pursuant to these provisions will now be conducted before administrative law
from the State Office of Administrative Hearings (SOAH). DPS and
DWI-related suspensions judges
SOAH have further been entrusted to adopt any rules necessary to administer
APA,
and their accompanying these new provisions. Art. 6687b-1, sec. 9; Art. 67011-5, sec. 4A. Seealso,
Secs. 2001.004,2001.005,2001.021.
hearings and appeals.
Finally, most of the remaining provisions governing suspensions, and any coiresponding
procedures controlling hearings and appeals have remained essentially the
The Legislature has
same. However, as some minor changes have been made, the most commonly
ensured
that
the encountered provisions will be included here.
Department of Public ALR OVERVIEW
Safety (DPS) will be able
ALR, or Administrative License Revocation, encompasses the changes in proceto order a suspension in dure
for conducting hearings and appeals under various provisions relating to DWI
.04 for
virtually every DWI arrests, mfusals to submit samples for alcohol analysis, and failures - h,
commercial drivers or .I0 for other d~ivers.~
Failures and refusals cany different
arrest case regardless of penalties which can be enhanced if the arrestee has prior alcohol- elated or dmewhether a conviction related enforcement contacts within five years before the arrest. Prior contacts are
defined as suspensions, under the laws of any state, for the following:
results.

This article was originally written for
the Criminal Plnctice Seminar, Appointed
Attomey Certificationand Receaification
for the Harris County Dishict and County
Criminal Courts and was published in
Rece~tificationSourcebwk. It is made
available with pennission.
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-1~fusalsto submit breath or blood after a DWI arrest,
-failures of breath or blood analysis after a DWI arrest, and
-convictions for DWI.
k t . 6687b-1, sec. l(2).
*Since the ALR Bill (36-1, 73rdLeg.) was originally drafted, The
Administrative Procedure Act was moved to the Government code, title 10,
subtitle A,, CH.2001. Ed.
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Failures [.I0 or more) are subject to the following
suspension periods:

-the person's license, permit, or privilege to operate
a motor vehicle will be auton~aticallysuspended
for not less than 90 days, whether or not the person is subsequently prosecuted,
-if the person gives a specimen and an analysis
shows an alcohol concentration of a level specified in Article 67011-1 (now CH. 49, TPC), the
person's license, permit, or privilege to operate a
motor vehicle will be automatically suspended
for not less than 60 days, whether or not thepersou is subsequently prosecuted,
-a resident without a license or permit to operate a
motor vehicle in this state will be denied a
license or permit for not less than 90 days if the
person refuses, or not less than 60 days if the
person gives a specimen and an analysis shows
the person had an alcohol concentration of a
level specified in Article 67011-l(a)(Z)(B).(CH.
49 TPC) whether or not the person is subsequently prosecuted, and
-the person has right to a hearing on a suspension or
denial if, not later than the 15th day after actual
or presumed receipt of notice, DPS in Austin
receives a written demand, by mail or facsimile
transmission, for a hewing.
Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(b).

-60 days, with no prior contacts,
-120 days, with prior refusals or failures, and
-180 days, with prior conviclions.
Art. 6687b-1, sec. 6(b).

Refusals tarry the following stiffer penalties:
-90 days, with no prior contacts,
-180 days, with prior refusals or failures, and
-I year, with prior convictions.
Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(i).

These suspensions cannot be probated. Arts. 6687b-1, sec.
7(1); 67011-5, sec. 2(n). The filing of an appeal will stay a suspension for a maxin~umof 90 days, m
f the person has no
prior contacts within the five years preceding his a n a t
has
not been convicted in the preceding ten years for DWI or
Intoxication Manslaughter under Texas Penal Code 19.05(a)(2).
An. 6687b-I, sec. 7(h). Finally, in the event an occupational
license is aanted, it will not go into effect imnediately tudess
the person has no pior enforcement contacts within the preceding five years. Art. 6687b, sec. 23A(f). A prior refusal or failure causes a delay of 90 days, and a prior conviction for DWI or
Iutoxication Manslaughter causes a delay of 180 days. Id.
On the other hand, the Legislature prohibits a suspension A. NOTICE AND HEARING REQUEST
for a refusal or failure if the licensee is acquitted of the underlying criminal charge. Ali. 6687b-1, sec. 5(d); Alt. 67011-5.
After a failure or refusal, the officer should attempt to serve
sec. 2(r). If the suspension has already been imposed, DPS the notice of suspension personally on the person, and then,
must rescind the suspension, remove all references to it from within 5 days, must send a written report to DPS, along with a
the person's driving record and not charge a reinstatement copy of the notice of suspension. At. 6687b-1, sec. 2(b,c),
fee.' Art. 6687b-1, secs. 5(d), 8(b); Art. 67011-5, secs. 2(r), 3(a); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(d,e,f). The statute specifies either
2(v)(2). This provision does not work both ways, however. tbe ai~estingofficer or the officer who requested the test is
A negative finding as to one of the issues in a failure or responsible for notice and the report depending on whether
refusal hearing will not bar litigation of the same or similar the suspension is for a failure or refusal, respectively. Art.
facts in the prosecution of the ut~derlyingcrinlinal case. Art. 6687b-I, sec. 2(c); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(a).
6687b-I, sec. 5(d); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(r).
Finally, there are some provisions for cl-editing these susIf DPS determines that the officer did not sewe notice of
pensious toward suspensions under other articles. Either a the suspension, then DPS will send it by certified mail to the
failure or refusal suspension shall be credited towal-d a suspen- person's address as shown by DPS records and any different
sion imposed under Art. 6687b or Art. 6687b-2 if it arose from address given in the officer's report. Art. 6687b-I, sec. 4(b);
the same offense, provided the licensee has no prior convic- Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(b). The notice must contain:
tions for DWI or Intoxication Manslaughter. Art. 6687b-I,
sec. 6(c); Art.6687, sec. 2 4 0 . Additionally, a refusal suspen-the reason and statutory grounds for the suspension
sion cannot be credited toward a suspension requil-ed on even
the 40th
-the effective date of the suspension - k,
the first conviction for DWI or Intoxication Maaslaughter if
day after actual or presumed notice
the licensee is under age 21. Art. 6687, sec. 2 4 0 .
-the right to a hearing
-the manner in which a hearing must be requested
I. BREATH OR BLOOD TEST REFUSALS
the 15th day after
-the deadline for the request - k,
OR FAILURES
actual or presumed receipt of notice.
Art. 6687b-1, sec. 4(c); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(h).
Upon arresting an iudividual for DWI or Intoxication
Manslaughter, and prior to requesting a sample for analysis,
Notice is presumed to be received by the person 5 days
an officer is required to give the following information (the after mailing. Art. 67011-5, sec. ~ ( I I ) .The hearing request
statutory warning) both orally and in writing:
milst be tmnsmitted, by mail or facsimile transmission, to
DPS headquarters in Austin by the 15 day deadline. Art.
-a refusal to give the specimen may be admissible in
6687b-I, sec. 7(a); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(j). If no hearing is
a subsequent prosecutioo,
requested, the suspensiou becomes effective on the 40th day

@
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after receipt of notice. Art. 6687b-I, sec. 6(a); Art. 67011-5,
sec. 2(i). If a hearing is requested, SOAH must hold the hearing before the effective date, but the suspension is stayed until
a final determination is made by the administrativelaw judge.
Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7(a). Hearing sites Cad be designated by
SOAH anywhere within 75 miles from the county seat of the
county of arrest, except when the county population is
300,000 or more, then the hearing will be in the county of
arrest. Art. 6687b-1, see. 7(b); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2u).
Hearings can also be held by conference call with the consent
of both parties. Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7(c); Art. 67011-5, sec.
2(k). A failure to appear at the hearing results in a waiver of
the right to a hearing, and a final suspension order is eutered.
Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7(e); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(0).
The hearing can be continued only once by the licensee if
the request is made 5 days before the hearing. Art. 6687h-1,
sec. 7 0 ; Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(s). This provision appears to be
mandatoiy and stays any suspension until the final detetmination, but the statute seems to allow DPS to continue the hearing for as little as one day. A continuance can be sought for a
maximum of 10 days only with a bma fide medical reason.
Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7 0 ; Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(s).
DPS, on the uther hand, can reset a hearing one time if a
requested witness, as described below for failure cases, is
unavailable, provided they do so at l a s t 48 hours before the
scheduled heariug. Art. 6687b-1, 8%. 7@). DPS can also
reschedule on a showing of good cause if the requested witness is unavailable. Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7(1t). It is arguable
whether this provision allows for one reset without 48 hours
notice or allows additional mets for unavailable witnesses.

B. HEARING
DPS mnst prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, several issues set out in the statutes. Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7(b). A
negative finding on any of the issues will prevent a suspension order from being issued or upheld. Art. 6687b-I, sec.
7@); AT.67011-5, sec. 2(m).

In (I failure ore DPS must prove:
I) whether the person was driving, or ill actualphysical control of a motor vehicle, i n a public
place,
2) whether reasonable suspicion or probable cause
existed to stop or anwt theperson, and
3) whether the test result was .I0 or more.
Art. 66&7b-1,sec. 7(b).

The issuer in a refusal case are:
1) whether reas~nablesuspicion or probable cause
existed to stop or arrest the petson,
2) whether probable cause existed that the person was
driving or in actual physical control of a motor
vehicle in a public place while intoxicated,
3) whether the person was placed under arrest and
requested to give a specimen, and
4) whether the person refused.
Ait. 67011-5, sec. 2(1).
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APA now controls the proceduw for obtaining witnesses,
taking depositions, and using documentary and judicially
noticed evidence. Govt. code, CH. 2001, Sec. 2001.051
a.APA also controls discovery pmceedings and the making of the appellaterecord. APA,
Now that APA applies to
these cases, it is clear that due process entitles the licensee to
cross-examine witnesses and rebut all evidence. APA, M.;
Richardson v. Citv of Pasadena, 513 S.W.2d 1 rex.Sup.Ct
1974). Since the validity of the breath test result is relevant in
failure cases, the licensee is specifically entitled to request the
presence of the technical supervisor andlor the breath test
operator at the hearing if DPS intends to introduce their affidavits on the question of validity. Ait. 6687b-1, sec. 7(m,n).
If the requested witness fails to appear without good cause,
that witness' affidavit will be excluded from evidence. Art.
6687b-1, sec. 7(m). Additionally, an affidavit made by an
expert contesting the validity of the test is dso admissible. Id,
On the uther hand, there is no similar provision which
excludes the officer's report under similar circumstances.
The westing officer is not specifically available on request
However, the licensee is not precluded from seeking a subpoena or requesting a deposition for either the arresting officer or the officer who requested the specimen for testing and
made a sworn report. These officers should be subject to
cross on the question of probable cause which is specifically
at issue at hearings on both refusals and failures. Art. 6687b1, sec. 7(b); An. 67011-5, sec. 2(1).

C.

APPEALS

Appeals from an administrative law judge's determination
in the foregoing situations will require familiality with an
entirely different prncednre.
1) The petition for appeal must be filed with the
clerk of the county court in the county of a m t .
Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7(g).
2) A certified copy of the petition mnst be sent, via
certified mail:
-to DPS headquarters in Austin
-to SOAH headquarters in Austin.
A t 6687b-1, sec. 7(i).
33 If the county court judge is not a licensed attorney, the hearing can be moved to the district
court if requested by either party or the judge.
Art. 6687h-1, sec. 7(g); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(s).
4) Review is based an appellate record certified by
SOAH and reviewed in light of the substantial
evidence rule. Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7(h); Art.
67011-5, sec. 2(s).
5) SOAH will provide the record at actual cost. Art.
6687b-1, sec. 7(k); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(s).
6) Additional evidence may be presented to the
administrative law judge if a party satisfies the
appellate court that it is material and t b m were
good reasons for not presenting it at the first
hearing. Art. 6687b-1, sec. 7Q); Art. 67011-5,
sec. 2(s). If additional evidence is presented, the
administrative law judge may modify his prior
determination. Id.
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11. LOSS OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES

controlled substances, dangerous drugs, and volatile
chemicals - a suspension for whatever period ordel-ed
will continue until the minor offender completes any
educational driving program that was required;

A. AUTOMATIC SUSPENSIONS
Article 6687b, sec. 24 provides that the license of a person
convicted of any of the following is automatically suspended:

9. Certain felony drug offenses (6687, sec. 24B) - i~~cluding federal Controlled Substances Act violations,
felony drug offenses, and felony violations under
Chapter 481 of the Health and Safety Code - suspension for 180 days immediately following the date of
conviction with ~einstatementoccurring only after
completion of the educational driving course and payment of the required reinstatement fee - if the person
had no valid license at the time of conviction, then an
applicant for license must wait 180 days, complete the
educational driving course, take a driving test, and pay
a reinstatement fee before obtaining a license;

1. Criminal Negligent Homicide, Tex. Pen. Code 19.05* if committed as the result of his criminally negligent
operati011of a motor vehicle, (12 month suspension,
18 months for subsequent suspension);
2. Manslaughter, Tex. Pen. Code 19.04*, (180 days - 2
year suspension);
Manslaughter, Tex. Pen. Code 49.08,
3. Intoxicatio~~
(Second degree felony);

10. Driving While License Suspended - suspension
extended for the same period as the original suspension and cumulated with it.

4. Driving While Intoxicated (DWI), Article 67011-1
through 8-31-94, currently Tex. Pen. Code 49.04;
Flying While Intoxicated 49.05; and Boating While
Intoxicated 49.06, eff. 9-1-95 - except for a first
offense when the educational driving program has
been ordered and completed, or a jury has recommended no suspension with the punishment assessed:

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(d)

In Thomas v. State, 705 S.W.2d 347 (Tex.App. - 5th Dist.
1986), the court held that Article 66876, sec. 24(b) allows an
18 month suspension period for a subsequent suspension.
The statute looks to the date of the offense rather than the date
of conviction. Accordingly, several DDWI convictions entered
on
the same date will result in suspe~lsionfor 18 months.
First conviction, Secs. 49.04 (b), 49.05(b),
49.06(b); Class B Misdemeanor - unless the eduIn Glleo,681 S.W.2d 38 (Tex. Crim. App. 1986),
cational course was not con~pleted,then 365 days the court foimd no authority to cmnulate automatic license
(subject to n hearing and possible modificatiot~)~; suspensions imposed for DWI convictions with any prior
automatic DWI conviction license suspensions. Comparison
was made to Article 6687b, sec. 24(c) which specifically
Second conviction under Secs. 49.04,49.05,49.06:
Class A Misdemeanor.
cumulate a suspension resulting from a DWLS conviction
with the original suspension.
No hearing is statutorily provided for these auLomatic susThird and subsequent co~wictions,Tex. Pen. Code
pensions. Howevel; a person can appeal the order of suspen49.09(b): Thiid Degree Felony;
sion within 30 days of the entry of the order by mailing to the
Enhancements for serious bodily injury or an open DPS, by ce~tifiedmail, the petition for appeal, certified by the
container do not increase the period of suspension; clerk where the petition is filed. Appeal is to the county court
at law, or if none, in the county coort, where the person
The cou1.t can delay the stalt date of a suspension resides. The appeal is a trial de novo, and the petitioner has
the right to a jury. Art. 6687b, sec. 31.
for up to 30 days after the conviction.

-

5. Other felonies under Texas' motor vehicle laws - 12
month suspension, 18 months for subsequent suspension;

B. SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY.SUSPENSl0NS

6. Violations of 67Old, sec. 38 - 12 month suspension, 18
months for subsequet~tsuspension;

Sizsper~sio~~s
under this section run only until the person has
complied with the requirement that a driver be financially
responsible.

6701h,set. l F and 5

7. Offenses involving use, manufacture, or distribution of
false or fictitious drivcr's licenses (6687b, sec. 32,
32A) - suspension for 90 - 365 days;

I. Failure to maintain financial responsibility - 2d conviction (6701 h, sec. IF)

8. Certain offenses committed by minors (6687b, sec.
24(a-I) - including DWI, offenses involving alcohol,

The DPS shall suspend the &iver9s liccnse, and motor vehicle I-egistration of any owner or operator who has been con-

*

SB I, 73x1 Leg., refem to Secs. 19.05(~)(2)TPC, howe~wthat section was deleted by the sarne legislntrrre in SB 1067,
~vliiclzcreated Ch. 49 TPC contairzing Sec. 49.08, into,~icatior~
Mrnlsla~rgl~tenTl~eapplication ofArt. 66871, to tlzese m~rerrrlen
and ~rendycreated perm1 code sections is rrnclear: Ed.
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victed of failure to maintain financial responsibility if a prio~
conviction for failure to maintain financial responsibility has
been reported to the DPS by a magistrate or court clerk,
unless the person maintains proof of financial responsibility
for two years by purchasing an SR-22, a certificate in which
an insurance carrier guarantees to the Department of Public
Safety that the driver is insured and that any failure to maintain insurance will be reported. If the convicting court did not
take the person's license, then the DPS will send the notice of
suspension to him.
No hearing will be held, but the person can appeal and
obtain a trial de novo. Appeal lies to the county court at law,
the county court or the district court in his county of residence. A stay of the suspension is discretionary unless certain
statutory conditions exist. See 6701h, sec. 2(b).

which he resides or in the county in which an offense occurred
for which his license was suspended. The only exception is that
a person convicted of DWI, whether under 67011-1 or 67011-2
(prior to January 1, 1984), may file apetition &in
the court in
which he was convicted. Note: A person whose license was
suspended for physical or mental disability or impairment is not
entitled to an occupational license, nor is a pelson convicted of
DWI if,in the preceding 10 years, he was granted more than one
occupational license after being convicted of DWI.
The petition must be verified and must set forth in detail
an essential need for operating a motor vehicle. Essential
need includes:
1. for the performance of an occupation or trade or for transportation to and from the place of his occupation or trade;
2. for transportation to and from an educational facility in
which the person is enrolled; or
3. for the performance of essential household duties.

2. Accidents (6701 h, set. 5)
The DPS may also suspend the driver's license, the license
plates and registration receipt of all vehicles belonging to an
owner or operator who has been involved in a motor vehicle
accident where there has been baddy injury or death, or damage of at least $1000.00 to the property of any person. This
section is not applicable to a person who has been released
from liability for damages, or finally adjudicated not to be
liable, or who has executed a duly acknowledged written
agreement providing for payment of damages in installments.
The DPS must notify the driver of its determination to suspend his driver's license and of his right to a hearing. If
requesting a hearing, the driver must do so within 20 days of
receipt of notice.
If the hearing officer determines there is no probability of a
judgment being rendered against the driver as a result of an
accident, he will enter a negative finding. If he determines
there is a reasonable probability of a judgment, then he will
determine the amount of security sufficient to satisfy any judgment for damages multing from the accident (at least $1000).
The person has a right to appeal as for Failure to Maintain
Fmancial Responsibility suspensions if he does so within 30
days to the county court at law, county court, or district court.
Appeal to the county coult will be in the form of a trial de novo.

The person's license e n be reinstoted if:
(a) he files the required security,
(b) two years have elapsed and no action for damages has
been filed,
(c) he has been found not liable, has been released from liability, or has entered into a written agreement for any
damages.
Arlditior~nlgrounds for clriver.~license srrspe~uionmay be
forrnd in Art. 6687b,sec. 22. Ed.

-

Ill. OCCUPATIONAL LICENSES 6687b, set. 238

-

A. REQUIREMENTS FOR FILING 6687b, sec. 23A(u)
Generally, a person whose license has been suspended may
file a petition in the county or district court in the county in

0. NATURE OF PROCEEDING - 6687b, set. 23A(d)
The hearing may be ex oarte, except that the clerk is
required to notify the attorney representing the State if the
license was suspended for a DWI conviction or a conviction
for Criminal Negligent Homicide or Involuntary Manslaughter
due to intoxication. The judge must consider the petitioner's
driving record and any evidence presented by the State's attorney who has been notified and attends the hearing.

-

C. COURT'S FINDINGS 6687b, set. 23A(f)
The judge will enter a finding - either that an essential need
does exist or that it does not. If he enters a finding of essential need, 11emust further enter, as part of the order, the actual
need of the petitioner. Remember that the order is limited to
four (4) hours in a twenty-four hour period unless the court
finds that a necessity exists for extending the time, and the
increased time may not exceed twelve hours. The court order
will also include a requirement of proof of liability insurance.
If the suspension was due to a second or subsequent offense
for Intoxication Manslaughter, the court may restrict the
licensee to operating a vehicle equipped with a deep-lung
analysis device that restricts the use of the vehicle. If the suspension was due to a refusal or failure, the court must condition
the occupational license on attendance at an approved program
for counselling and rehabilitation. Aa.6687b, see. 23A(g). .

-

D. POST-HEARING REQUIREMENTS 6 6 8 7 8 set. 23A(f)
The court will forward a certified copy of the petition and
order to the DPS. Upon receipt of the order and proof of
financial responsibility, the DPS will issue a license which
refers specifically to the court order. It will extend to the end
of the suspension period. However, if the suspension was for
a breath test failure or refusal, it may not go into effect immediately unless the person has no prior enforcement contacts
within the preceding 5 years. Art. 6687b, sec. 23A(f). A
prior refusal or failure causes a delay of 90 days, and a prior
conviction for DWI or Intoxication Manslaughter causes a
delay of 180 days. Id. An SR-22 and a licensing fee must
also be sent to the DPS or they will send a letter lequesting

@
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person has completed the program within the 181st day of
being placed on probation, then the person's driver's
license will he suspended. The only exceptions are:

them. This adds to the delay in your client's receipt of his
license. Remember that your client may carry a copy of the
court order as a license for only 30 days, but it is only valid if
he, in fact, has an SR-22 certificate.
1. For DWI arrests prior to the effective date, the prior law
should remain in effect. In DPS v. Sefcik, 751 S.W.2d
239 (Tex.App. - San Antonio 1988). the court held that
the law in effect on the date of the offense is controlling
in a BTR case. This paper will discuss the prior law only
in the context of comparison to the new statutes.
2. Suspensions for those driver's under 21 years old who are
arrested and thereafter give a sample which indicates an alcohol concentration of .07 up to .I0 are still controlled by
6687b and the appealpmvisionstherein. M.6687h. sec. 31.
3. Disqualifications of commercial driver's license holders
ate treated differently. Disqualifications for refusals w
failures are 1 year for a first infraction and possibly for
life if there is a prior infraction from the list in Art.
6687b-2, sec. 25(a). &Art. 6687h-2, sec. 25(c).
4. The reinstatement fee for these suspensions for refusals
and failures will be $100.00 beginning January 1, 1995.
Art. 6687h-1, sec. 8(a); Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(v)(l).
5. The refusal officer's report is available as a public record
for DPS to use to establish the arresting officer's probable
cause. Art. 67011-5, sec. 2(t).
6. Failure to complete the educational driving course - If a
person is convicted under Article 67011-l(c) and placed
on p~obatiou,and the DPS does not receive notice that the

(a) the jury, in a DWI trial, has recommended no
suspension, Art. 42.12, Tex. Code Crim. PIKX.;
(b) the court has waived the program, upon a written
motion showing good cause, and set out the
finding of gbod cause in the judgment. Good
cause includes, but is not limited to:
(1) the person's school and work schedule;
(2) the peison's health;
(3) the distance the person must travel;
(4) the person resides out of state;
(5) the person has no driver's license;
(6) the person has no transportation.
If a hearing is requested, the hearing officer may modify the
suspension conditioned upon the completion of the educational
driving program within one year from the date of conviction.

*
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